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ABSTRACT 

The research problem in this thesis examines the constraints 

facing Niue and Tokelau in their international relations 

with the world's major fishing nations. Such external relations 

include the surveillance of international fishing activities 

and the licensing of foreign fishing vessels. As a research 

approach, this study reviews N.Z. assistance as bargaining 

methods whereby Polynesia's smaller island states can overcome 

their hahdicaps and negotiate binding fisheries agreements. 

In particular, these methods focus on a case study of U.S. 

fishing agreements.with N.Z., acting on behalf of Niue and 

Tokelau. 

The U.S. agreements under consideration date to 1980 

and are part of the government's de-colonisation strategies 

in Polynesia. In this study, such policies intend to promote 

economic independence by collecting licence fees from 

American vessels. Previous research, however, suggests that 

U.S. llcence fees to Polynesia are significantly lower than 

similar contract terms with the small island state of Kiribati. 

The unique feature of this thesis stems from its focus on 

N.Z. bargaining methods as policies which contribute to 

weak contract terms with American fishing interests. 

As a policy evaluation, this research compares the 

American agreement with N.Z. and Polynesia to the U.S./ 

Kiribati contract. Indicators of N.Z. policies are the 

contract terms of licence fees and registered vessels. Data from 

both agreements show large disparities in the U.S. terms 

with Niue and Tokelau and those terms which are not part of 

N.Z. 's de-colonisation programmes. As a result, these findings 

lead to the conclusion that N.Z. assistance provides a less 

effective method by which small island states can overcome 

their constraints and negotiate international fishing agreements. 
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N.Z. Assistance and International Fishing Agreements: 
U.S. Agreements with Niue and Tokelau 

Introduction 

The introduction of 200 mile Economic Zones placed 

many of the South Pacific's small island states into 

the arena of international politics for the first time~ 

These new external relations included surveillance over 

the activities of international fleets and the negotiation 

of licence agreements with Deep Water Fishing Nations 

(DWFNs). The regulation of global fishing activities, 

however, proved to be a difficult task for some South 

Pacific states. For example, Niue and Tokelau faced 

severe constraints in their external relations and were 

not able to negotiate, on their own behalf, international 

fishing agreements. The research problem in this thesis 

focused on constraints in the international relations 

between small island states and the world's major fishing 

nations. 
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International fishing interest in the South Pacific 

stemmed from the lucrative nature of the region's Tuna 

resources. Recent quotes assessed the value of these 

migratory species to be worth more than $U.S.600 million~ 

As a result over 60 nations and 1,000 vessels competed 

for the region's rich Tuna resources~ The majority 

of these international fleets came from the major fishing 

nations of Japan, South Korea, Taiwan and the U.S. 

In its approach to our research problem, this study 

explored options by which Niue and Tokelau could share 

in the Tuna profits of DWFNs by signing binding fishing 

agreements. 

The theoretical literature suggested three options 

by which small island states could overcome their economic 

constraints and negotiate international fishing agreements. 

The first option consisted of independent negotiations 

between South Pacific states and one of the Deep Water 

Fishing Nations. The next two options were regional 

ones and in the practical sense dealt with the case 

of U.S. fishing agreements. In the second option, a 
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regional group of small island states, known as the 

Nauru Pact, negotiated their own contract terms with 

the American Tunaboat Association (A.T.A.). The third 

bargaining method, and one under examination in this 

research, centred around negotiations with U.S. fishing 

interests which were conducted as part of N.Z. 's maritime 

assistance to Polynesia's smaller island states. 

This current research focused on N.Z. policies 

and maritime assistance to Niue and Tokelau. Such policies 

dated to 1977 and they included the surveillance of 

foreign fishing vessels and the negotiation of international 

fishing agreements. As a case study of N.Z. policies, 

this research examined two U.S. fishing agreements with 

Niue and Tokelau which were signed by N.Z. 's Ministry 

of Foreign Affairs. The first U.S. agreement under 

consideration was a 1980 maritime treaty between the 

American Government and Tokelau. In the second U.S. 

agreement, N.Z. officials and other Polynesian 

representatives negotiated and signed the U.S. fishing 

contract with Niue and Tokelau. 
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Maritime assistance was part of N.Z. 's programmes 

of economic aid which were known as the government's 

de-colonisation policy. This policy was under the 

administration of N.Z. 's Ministry of Foreign Affairs 

and in the context of U.S. agreements, it was introduced 

in 1979 by Frank Corner, Administrator of Tokelau. 

In general, de-colonisation policies were aimed at promoting 

economic independence by increasing local revenues of 

h 
. . . 4 

t ose recipient countries. In the case of the maritime 

assistance N.Z. policies hoped to promote independence 

by collecting licence revenues through the terms of 

a binding fisheries agreement. In particular, U.S. 

fishing agreements intended to impose some sovereignty 

over the EEZs of Tokelau and Niue by collecting licence 

fees from around 60-90 American vessels that operated 

in the region. 

Reasons for this study stemmed first from the 

significance of international fishing agreements to 

the economies of some South Pacific states. For the more 

disadvantaged states, the licensing of foreign fishing 
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vessels was the only means of sharing in the economic 

benefits of the region's richest resource. In many 

cases, the Tuna profits of DWFNs were greater than the 

Gross National Products of these smaller island states~ 

Control over international fishing activities by way 

of fisheries agreements offered an opportunity to share 

in the profits of foreign fishing vessels. For Niue 

and Tokelau, N.Z. 's maritime assistance presented the 

only practical option by which these two micro-states 

could control and license the activities of Deep Water 

Fishing Nations. 

The second reason for this study evolved from 

the importance of U.S. fishing agreements to the economies 

of Niue and Tokelau. For example, the American fishing 

contract of 1983-84 represented, to date, the only revenue 

collected from the EEZs of the two smaller Polynesian 

states. N.Z. 's signature on this agreement reflected 

its maritime assistance in negotiating the U.S. contract 

terms. Previous studies, however, suggested that the 

U.S. licence terms accepted by N.Z.M.F.A. officials 

were significantly lower than those American Terms with 
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other South Pacific states~ Disparities in two 

international agreements with the same U.S. fishing 

interests served as the impetus for the research question 

underlying this thesis. 

This academic inquiry into N.Z. 's maritime assistance 

and U.S. fishing agreements asked the following research 

question: Why were U.S. contract terms with Niue and 

Tokelau significantly lower than those terms negotiated 

between the same U.S. parties and other South Pacific 

states? One explanation to our inquiry claimed that 

the weak contract terms were the results of U.S. Government 

policies and the negotiating position of American fishing 

. t 7 interes s. Findings in this research, however, suggested that 

weak U.S. terms reflected the constraints of Polynesia's 

smaller island states and the ineffectiveness of N.Z. 

assistance as an option for negotiating international 

fishing agreements. In the following chapters, such 

an explanation was supported with data and documents 

from N.Z. 's Ministry of Foreign Affairs. 
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The literature in chapter one suggested that 

N.Z. 's maritime assistance offered the only bargaining 

method by which Niue and Tokelau could negotiate international 

fishing agreements. The methodology in chapter two 

established indicators of N.Z. assistance in the negotiation 

of U.S. fishing agreements. Documents in chapter three 

showed that N.Z. 's negotiating policies included lower 

licence fees and other concessions in exchange for a 

maritime treaty and fishing contract with the U.S. 

Chapter four provided data on the indicators of N.Z. 

policies which were the U.S. contract terms of licence 

fees and registered vessels. Chapter five compared 

U.S. contract terms with Kiribati on the one hand, and 

Tokelau/Niue on the other; such a comparison supported 

the conclusion that N.Z. assistance was less effective 

in overcoming constraints in the international relations 

between small island states and Deep Water Fishing Nations. 
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Introduction: Chapter One 

The theoretical literature in chapter one first 

reviews a study that identifies the research problem 

of constraints in the international relations of Niue 

and Tokelau. A following study by the United Nations 

establishes a model framework of analysis which focuses 

on the economic constraints and micro-state problems 

of Polynesia's smaller island states. A third international 

study suggests that such constraints can be overcome 

by the bargaining methods available to small island 

states. Accordingly, South Pacific studies offer three 

bargaining methods by which Polynesian states can overcome 

their economic constraints and negotiate international 

fishing agreements. In the practical sense, these licensing 

options are regional ones and deal with the case of 

U.S. fishing agreements. 

The final part of chapter one discusses a N.Z. 

study which examines U.S. fishing agreements and the 

bargaining methods available to Niue and Tokelau. This 

study shows that N.Z. assistance and the government's 
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de-colonisation policies are the only means by which 

Polynesia's smaller island states can negotiate international 

fishing agreements with the U.S. For example, findings 

from the Institute of Policy Studies illustrate that 

N.Z .. 's Ministry of Foreign Affairs negotiates licence 

agreements on behalf of Niue and Tokelau. In particular, 

the I.P.S. study presents preliminary findings which 

indicate disparities in the U.S. contracts signed by 

N.Z. officials and those American fishing agreements 

with other South Pacific states. Chapter one concludes 

with our research inquiry which intends to investigate 

reasons for the weak U.S. contract terms with Niue and 

Tokelau. 
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Chapter One 

Literature Review 

1-1 International Studies and Small Island States 

(1) Commonwealth Studies and Research Problem 

Academic interest in the island states considered 

in this thesis arose at an international seminar which 

was held in the 1960s.8 In 1962, Dr Ward and the Institute 

of Commonwealth Studies presented a paper on South Pacific 

states and the research problem of this thesis. At 

the Commonwealth Conference, the Institute discussed 

difficulties which faced the region's small and remote 

island states from Polynesia. In particular, Dr Ward 

identified the research problem of constraints in the 

international relations of Niue and Tokelau. 

According to Ward, the isolation and smallness 

of Polynesia's smaller island states created a vulnerability 

to "outside events and international affairs".9 Isolation 

and smallness meant that international activities caused 
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economic changes beyond the capacity of Niue and Tokelau. 

The consequences of such constraints led to a vulnerable 

reliance on economic assistance from outside sources. 

For example, manpower shortages compelled these two 

states to rely on N.Z. assistance for the handling of 

international activities. After Ward's paper another 

international seminar established a study framework 

which focused on economic constraints and micro-state 

problems in the international relations of Polynesia's 

smaller island states. 

(2) U.N. Studies and Micro-State Problems 

Following on from Ward's study, in 1969 the United 

Nations and its Institute for Training and Research 

(U.N.I.T.A.R.) adopted a study approach which identified 

some of the constraints facing small island states in 

the area of international activities.lo This study 

was directed by U.N.I.T.A.R.'s editor, Jacques Rapoport, 

and it was under the sponsorship of the U.N. 's Board 

of Trustees. According to its Board, U.N.I.T.A.R. 's 

study aim "was concerned with the problems of very small 
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states with special reference to their international 

affairs"~l As part of the U.N. 's research proposal, 

Rapoport intended to identify a select group of micro

states which requires special assistance in their external 

relations with larger nations. Moreover, the methods 

of U.N.I.T.A.R. 's research focused on the micro-state 

problems of Niue and Tokelau~ 2 

In a preliminary discussion, U.N. 's editor, Rapoport, 

adopted a methodology which separated micro-states from 

the other small states in the U.N. survey. As a research 

procedure, U.N.I.T.A.R.'s authors agreed that the examination 

of micro-states and mini-territories must be restricted 

to those disadvantaged states which share a similar 

set of economic constraints~3 As a result, the U.N. 

research team decided to use a number of social and 

economic variables to represent constraints and micro-

state problems within the context of international activities. 

For example, according to the U.N. framework, the 

difficulties of Niue and Tokelau were expressed in their 

manpower constraints, limited resources and low national 
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incomes; and these micro-state problems were indicated 

by population size, land area and Gross National Product 

14 
( G .N • P. ) • 

The first step in U.N.I.T.A.R. 's model framework 

of analysis was to divide the small states under examination 

into comparative categories which consisted of those 

states with similar economic and social constraints. 

The second step was to identify the lowest ranking members 

of this framework. In this manner, Rapoport focused 

on a select group of micro-states which faced severe 

constraints in their international activities with larger 

nations~ 5 As a result of U.N.I.T.A.R. 's framework, future 

studies could focus on theoretical options by which 

more disadvantaged states could overcome their micro

state problems and negotiate with the international 

enterprises of larger nations. Moreover, a study after 

U.N.I.T.A.R. 's suggested that economic constraints could 

be overcome by the bargaining methods available to small 

island states. 
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(3) Regional Studies and Bargaining Methods 

After the U.N. survey, in 1972, the Institute 

of Development Studies and its editor, Percy Selwyn, 

held a regional conference on Caribbean countries which 

discussed international negotiations and the constraints 

of small island states~ 6 According to Selwyn, "more 

useful than a discussion of economic constraints was 

an examination of the methods" by which international 

agreements were negotiated with the representatives 

17 
of foreign governments. In such an approach economic 

handicaps were determined by the bargaining "cards available 

to island leaders 11
~

8 
In their research, the Caribbean 

academics suggested that bargaining methods were evaluated 

according to how successfully they imposed some control 

over the activities of international enterprises. 

Selwyn suggested that future studies should provide 

Furthermore, 
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"empirical evidence" on the effectiveness of the various 

bargaining options available to small island states.19 

In the late 1970s, the bargaining methods of 

South Pacific states focused on the introduction of 

economic zones and external relations with the world's 

major fishing nations. These external relations centred 

around negotiating licence agreements with international 

enterprises which exploited the region's lucrative Tuna 

species. For many of the region's micro-states and 

mini-territories, the licensing of foreign fishing vessels 

represented the only means of sharing in the Tuna profits 

of the South Pacific's richest resource.20 Research 

on the licensing options available to the region's smaller 

and more disadvantaged states was presented in two policy 

papers that were prepared by the South Pacific Commission 

(S.P.C.). In particular, these policy papers outlined 

bargaining options by which Niue and Tokelau could overcome 

constraints in their international relations with the 

DWFNs. 
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1-2 South Pacific Studies and International Fishing Agreements 

(1) S.P.C. Policy Papers and Bargaining Options 

The S.P.C. policy papers were prepared by the 

Commission's Chief Economist, Dr Te'O Fairbairn 21 

and its Marine Advisory, Dr Kearney.22 In April 1977, 

both of these papers contributed to a speech that was 

presented by Dr Fairbairn to the University of the South 

Pacific at Fiji. The Chief Economist's presentation 

intended to offer bargaining options to some of the 

region's smaller and more disadvantaged island states. 

According to the S.P.C. advisory, these more disadvantaged 

states included Niue, Tokelau, Tuvalu and Kiribati;23 

most of which lacked the technology and manpower skills 

to enforce EEZs and license international fleets.24 

Furthermore, the S.P.C. policy papers focused on bargaining 

options whereby this select group of South Pacific states 

could impose surveillance over foreign fishing vessels 

and collect revenue from the EEZs. 

As a general policy aim, the S.P.C. papers suggested 

that island leaders impose a greater control over 
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international fishing activities and that they gain 

economic benefits from their migratory Tuna species. 

One approach to such a policy consisted of joint ventures 

with the DWFNs which were negotiated by individual South 

Pacific states.25 For example, the first bargaining 

option proposed by Dr Fairbairn required that the region's 

small island states negotiate, on their own behalf, 

independent licence agreements.26 In exchange for 

this bargaining method., DWFNs accepted surveillance 

over their fishing activities and paid fisheries revenue 

in the form of licence fees. Two other options proposed 

by the S.P.C. were regional ones and focused on those 

South Pacific states without the means to apply maritime 

surveillance and negotiate independent licence agreements. 

In the first regional option, a group of South 

Pacific states could impose a collective surveillance 

system and negotiate one access agreement on behalf 

of the regional members. According to Dr Kearney, the 

aim of such an option was to "reduce the task of maritime 

surveillance and cut down on possible illegal fishing 
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· · · 2 7 Th d . 1 t ' t d activities. e secon regiona op ion was sugges e 

by Dr Fairbairn and it centred around assistance that 

28 
was provided by the N.Z. Government. This option 

was part of N.Z. 's economic assistance to Niue and Tokelau 

and it included the surveillance of international fishing 

activities. N.Z. 's maritime assistance also provided 

legal experts who conducted fisheries negotiations with 

Deep Water Fishing Nations. 

(2) Licensing Report and Micro-State Problems 

Shortly after the S.P.C. policy papers, Dr Kearney 

gave a report on licence agreements and the micro-state 

29 
problems of Niue and Tokelau. Dr Kearney's report was 

presented in 1979 to a regional seminar that was held 

by the Australian University (A.N.U.) at Canberra. The scope 

of the Canberra Seminar focused on small island states and 

its study aims included a framework which identified 

the region's more disadvantaged states and their micro-

state problems. Dr Kearney's paper contributed to this 

framework by identifying the constraints of micro-states 
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. th. th t t f . t t' l f. h. t · · t · 31 wi in econ ex o in erna iona is ing ac ivi ies. 

The S.P.C. advisor's report also reviewed the bargaining 

methods by which Niue and Tokelau could overcome their 

economic constraints and negotiate international fishing 

agreements. 

In Dr Kearney's report, he discussed the level 

of surveillance and licence revenue that was provided 

in South Pacific fishing agreements. According to the 

S.P.C. 's Marine Advisor, only a "selected few states", 

with the technology and expertise to sign independent 

licence agreements, were able to collect revenues from 

32 
their EEZs. On the other hand, he suggested that micro-

state constraints prevented Niue and Tokelau from enforcing 

33 EEZs and negotiating binding fisheries agreements. 

As the result of such constraints, a negligible number 

of DWFNs were legally registered to pay licence fees 

to Polynesia's smaller island states. As a solution, 

Dr Kearney recommended that micro-states such as Niue 

and Tokelau examine regional options by which they could 
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34 
negotiate fisheries agreements and overcome their licensing 

difficulties. 

(3) Regional Negotiations and American Vessels 

During the 1980s, regional licensing options 

focused on negotiations with U.S. fishing interests 

which were represented by the American Tunaboat Association 

(A.T.A.). These regional negotiations stemmed from 

the U.S. policy on migratory species which only accepted 

licence agreements on a regional or sub-regional basis. 

Regional negotiations with U.S. vessels were first conducted 

by members of the Nauru Pact sub-region and in a second 

option, A.T.A. licences were negotiated as part of N.Z. 's 

maritime assistance to Niue and Tokelau. Both of these 

regional options intended to impose controls over an 

increasing number of U.S. vessels which operated in 

th · 3 5 b · 1 ' t . 'th e region. Moreover, su -regiona negotia ions wi 

American vessels stemmed from incidents over illegal 

fishing activities and the U.S. refusal to negotiate 

36 independent licence agreements. 
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In 1983, both Nauru Pact members and Polynesia's 

small island states successfully negotiated contract 

terms with U.S. vessels. The first U.S. contract was 

signed in February (1983) by Kiribati and two other 

Nauru Pact members: while the second U.S. agreement 

was signed in August by N.Z. 's Ministry of Foreign Affairs 

and other representatives from Polynesia's sub-regional 

grouping.37 From the view of the region's smaller 

island states, U.S. fishing licences were welcomed as 

they represented the first sign of fisheries income 

from the EEZs of Niue and Tokelau. In addition, the 

U.S. contract was a welcome sight to N.Z. officials 

as it fulfilled the aims of N.Z. 's maritime assistance 

and the government's de-colonisation policies. 

1-3 N.Z. Studies and U.S. Fishing Agreements 

(1) De-colonisation Policies and Maritime Assistance 

In 1984, N.Z. 's Institute of Policy Studies (I.P.S.) 

commenced a review of N.Z. 's de-colonisation policies 

and maritime assistance. South Pacific states in the 

I.P.S. review were the smaller, more disadvantaged island 
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states of Kiribati, Niue, Tokelau, the Cook Islands 

38 
and Tuvalu. As part of its research aims, this study 

examined de-colonisation policies within the context 

39 
of international fishing agreements. As a result of 

this aim, I.P.S. reviewed N.Z. 's assistance in the 

negotiation of U.S. fishing agreements. In its study 

approach, the Institute adopted procedures which examined 

N.Z. assistance as an option by which Niue and Tokelau 

could overcome their constraints and negotiate U.S. 

fishing agreements. 

In their research, I.P.S. adopted an approach 

which reviewed two methods of negotiating U.S. fishing 

agreements. This approach stemmed from the .authors' 

access to the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and its 

confident,~l files on the small island states under 

examination. In particular, the I.P.S. researched the 

Ministry's files on international fishing agreements 

with Niue and Tokelau. Such an approach identified 

U.S. agreements as the only fishing licence between 
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the two Polynesian states and Deep Water Fishing Nations. 

In addition, I.P.S. study methods also examined N.Z.M.F.A. 

files on Kiribati and the other U.S. fishing contract 

which was negotiated in 1983 by members of the Nauru 

Pact sub-region. 

(2) U.S. Agreement with Tokelau, Niue and Kiribati 

The first U.S. fishing agreement discovered in 

the I.P.S. research was found in the Ministry's file 

on Tokelau. This agreement consisted of a 1980 maritime 

treaty with the U.S. government which was signed by 

Mr Frank Corner, N.Z. 's administrator of Tokelau. U.S. 

parties to Tokelau's maritime treaty were the American 

Senate and State Department, along with the U.S. Ambassador 

to New Zealand. In the second U.S. fishing agreement, 

I.P.S. discovered the 1983-1984 fishing contract which 

was signed by Foreign Affairs and other Polynesian 

representatives. U.S. parties in this second example 

were American fishing interests who were represented 

by the American Tunaboat Association. 
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In their research of N.Z.M.F.A. files, the I.P.S. 

examined a separate series of U.S. fishing agreements 

which were not part of N.Z. 's de-colonisation policies. 

These agreements were found in confidential files on 

Kiribati and they also included a maritime treaty and 

fisheries contract~O As with Tokelau and Niue, Kiribati 

signed during the 1980s, a maritime treaty with the 

U.S. Senate and State Department. Accordingly, Kiribati 

negotiated its fishing contract with the same American 

Tunaboat Association. Unlike Niue and Tokelau, however, 

the ,Kiribati/A.T.A. contract included terms which were 

considerably higher than those accepted by the N.Z.M.F.A. 

and other Polynesian representatives. 

(3) I.P.S. Conference and U.S. Contract Terms 

In May 1984, findings on U.S. fishing agreements 

with Kiribati on the one hand, and Niue/Tokelau on the 

other, were presented to an I.P.S. conference which 

was held at Auckland University~ 1 This conference included 

academics and officials from Foreign Affairs who discussed 

N.Z. assistance as an option for negotiating international 
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fisheries agreements. In a working party paper, this 

author presented preliminary findings on N.Z. 's maritime 

assistance and U.S. fishing agreements.42 Discussions 

after this presentation centred around the U.S. terms 

of contract which were negotiated with the Nauru member 

of Kiribati and the separate terms that were accepted 

by the N.Z.M.F.A. on behalf of Niue and Tokelau.43 

Furthermore, the comparison of these contract terms 

offered delegates an opportunity to evaluate N-.Z. policies 

which were expressed in negotiations between the U.S. 

and Polynesia's sub-region. 

At its conference, I.P.S. presented data which 

showed disparities in the two U.S. fishing agreements. 

For example, preliminary findings indicated that U.S. 

terms with Kiribati were substantially higher than those 

terms negotiated by the N.Z.M.F.A. on behalf of Niue, 

Tokelau and the other Polynesian members.44 The first 

contract term which supported this claim was the higher 

licence fees that were paid to the Nauru member of Kiribati. 

The second indicator of disparity in U.S. contract terms 
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centred around the fewer number of A.T.A. vessels which 

legally registered to fish in the EEZs of Polynesia's 

smaller island states. After their report on U.S. licence 

terms, delegates at the I.P.S. conference discussed 

explanations for the weak U.S. terms with Niue and Tokelau. 

One explanation for weak U.S. terms pointed to 

the American policy on "Migratory Species" and the 

. . . . 45 
negotiating position of the A.T.A~ For example, the 

U.S. policy refused to recognise the independent sovereignty 

of South Pacific EEZs. As a result, the American Tunaboat 

Association displayed a reluctance to pay licence fees 

and legally register its international fleet. Difficulties 

with the above reasoning, however, were its failure 

to mention how other small island states fared better 

than Niue and Tokelau in negotiations with the same 

U.S. parties. A second explanation for weak U.S. terms 

was offered in the research inquiry underlying this 

current research. 
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(4) Current Research and Academic Inquiry 

Preliminary findings on U.S. fishing agreements 

with Niue and Tokelau raised the following academic 

inquiry: Why were U.S. contract terms negotiated under 

N.Z. 's maritime assistance substantially lower than 

those terms between the same U.S. parties and other 

South Pacific states? This inquiry centres around N.Z. 

policies and the research problem of constraints in 

the external relations between small island states and 

the world's major fishing nations. In particular, this 

current research examines N.Z. assistance as an option 

by which the smaller island states of Niue and Tokelau 

can overcome their economic constraints and negotiate 

international fishing agreements. Moreover, the methodology 

chapter which follows establishes a framework of analysis 

which serves to evaluate the effectiveness of N.Z. assistance 

within the context of international fishing agreements. 
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As a research approach, chapter two establishes 

a framework of analysis that identifies N.Z. 's maritime 

assistance and the constraints of small island states. 

The first aim of this framework is to identify the more 

disadvantaged states which receive N.Z. assistance in 

their external relations with Deep Water Fishing Nations. 

As a second aim, such an analysis examines the bargaining 

options by which Polynesian micro-states can negotiate 

international fishing agreements. The third dimension 

of chapter two selects the micro-state and mini-territory 

which use N.Z. assistance in their regional negotiations 

with U.S. fishing interests. In addition, our methodology 

establishes indicators to evaluate N.Z. assistance as 

an option for overcoming the constraints of Niue and 

Tokelau. 
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Introduction: Chapter Two 

In this chapter, our methodology establishes 

a framework of analysis which focuses on N.Z. 's de

colonisation policies and the constraints of small island 

states. Such a framework first identifies the more 

disadvantaged recipients of N.Z. assistance which face 

constraints in the licensing of international fishing 

fleets. Next, chapter two examines the bargaining methods 

by which Polynesian micro-states can overcome their 

economic constraints and negotiate international fishing 

agreements. As a result, the framework in this study 

focuses on N.Z. policies as the bargaining method by 

which Niue and Tokelau negotiate U.S. fishing agreements. 

Finally, chapter two establishes indicators which intend 

to evaluate N.Z. assistance as an option for overcoming 

constraints in the international relations between small 

island states and Deep Water Fishing Nations. 
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Chapter Two 

Methodology and Framework of Analysis 

2-1 N.Z. Assistance and International Fishing Activities 

(1) De-colonisation Policies and South Pacific EEZs 

N.Z. assistance within the context of international 

fishing activities stems from the introduction of South 

Pacific EEZs and external relations between small island 

states and Deep Water Fishing Nations (DWFNs). N.Z. 's 

maritime assistance comes under the banner of de-colonisation 

policies and it first consists of maritime surveillance 

over foreign fishing activities. In a second example, 

N.Z. provides a select group of micro-states with legal 

experts who negotiate international fishing agreements. 

In general, de-colonisation policies intend to promote 

economic independence by increasing the national incomes 

1 of recipient island states. In particular, N.Z. 's 

maritime assistance aims to promote a greater degree 

of economic self-sufficiency by enforcing EEZs and licensing 

foreign fishing vessels~ 
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Table one shows the EEZs of those South Pacific 

states that come under the banner of de-colonisation 

assistance; it also illustrates some of the international 

relations between these small island states and the 

world's major fishing nations. For example, since the 

introduction of EEZs, the majority of these external 

relations include the licensing of foreign vessels from 

the Deep Water Fishing Nations of Japan, South Korea 

(ROK), Taiwan and the U.S. Accordingly, the licensing 

of international fleets require the surveillance and 

regulation of over 1,000 vessels which exploit the region's 

lucrative Tuna resource.3 From the view of N.Z. 's 

de-colonisation policies, the licensing of foreign fishing 

vessels offers an opportunity to promote economic independence 

by sharing in the Tuna profits of DWFNs. 

Table one also includes data on the constraints 

facing South Pacific states in their efforts to licence 

foreign fishing vessels. Findings in U.N.I.,T.A.R. 's 

study suggest that social and economic indicators can 

represent the constraints facing small island states 
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in their international relations. In this study, constraints 

in the context of global fishing activities are manpower 

shortages, limited resources and low national incomes; 

indicators of which are population size, land area and 

Gross National products. The first research task in 

this methodology chapter is to identify the more 

disadvantaged recipients of N.Z. assistance which share 

similar constraints in their efforts to license foreign 

fishing vessels. 

(2) Economic Constraints and Initial Framework 

The initial framework in this study follows a 

similar procedure to that model set out in U.N.I.T.A.R. 's 

research. Such an analysis intends to identify the 

recipient of de-colonisation policies which experience 

similar difficulties in their efforts to share in the 

Tuna profits of international fleets. Accordingly, 

our framework excludes those larger South Pacific states 

which have their own means of gaining revenue from the 

region's Tuna resources. For example, this study approach 

excludes Fiji, Papua New Guinea and the Solomon Islands 
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because they have their own international fleets or 

Tuna canning facilities and therefore do not share the 

same constraints as the other recipients of N.Z. policies. 

As a result, the framework in this study focuses on 

smaller island states and a select group of micro-states 

who receive maritime assistance from Foreign Affairs. 

The first step in our analysis is to separate 

this general group of small island states into comparative 

categories. These categories consist of South Pacific 

states that receive N.Z. assistance and share similar 

economic constraints. For example, the initial framework 

of this study divides some South Pacific states into 

three comparative categories according to their manpower 

shortages, limited resources and national incomes, indicators 

of which are population size, land area and national 

incomes. Moreover, these indicators represent the micro

state problems facing a select group of small island 

states who receive N.Z. assistance in their external 

relations with the world's major fishing nations. 
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The second step in this initial framework is 

to select those micro-states that rank lowest according 

to our social and economic indicators. Table two shows 

this initial framework and the lowest micro-states, 

it also shows that the category of Polynesian micro

states represents the more disadvantaged members in 

our analysis. For example, these micro-states have 

populations below 20,000, land area below 250 sq.kms 

and G.N.P. below $A18,000,000. In addition, constraints 

in the external relations of the smaller Polynesian 

states affected their ability to negotiate international 

fishing agreements with Deep Water Fishing Nations. 
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Table 2 

Initial Framework and Small Island States 
N.Z. Assistance and Micro-State Problems 

Economic Manpower Limited National 
Constraints Shortages Resources Incomes 

Indicators Population Land G .N. P. 
Size Area $A 000 

Comparative 
Categories 

Small 
w. Samoa 156,400 2,842 43,500 
Vanuatu 117,500 14,767 53,537 

Very Small 
Tonga 97,400 691 38,463 
Kiribati 58,600 684 29,800 

Polynesian Micro-States 
Cook Islands 17,900 238 17,400 
Tuvalu 7,500 26 3,732 
Niue 3,400 259 2,827 
Tokelau 1,600 6 893 

Sources: South Pacific Commission. South Pacific Economies 
1980 Statistical Summary, 6th ed. (Noumea, 1982) 

R. T. Shand, ed. Islands States of the Pacific 
and Indian Oceans: Anatomy of Development (Canberra: 
Australian National University ANU), 1980. 

Her Majesty's Stationery Office A Year Book of 
the Commonwealth (London: Her Majesty's Stationery Office, 
1983) 

Penelope Ridings, "Resource Use Arrangements 
in South West Pacific Fisheries", Pacific Islands Development 
Programme (East-West Centre, Honolulu, 1983), p.4. 
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(3) Bargaining Methods and Fisheries Agreements 

Theoretical proposals in Selwyn's study suggest 

that economic constraints can be overcome by the bargaining 

methods available to small island states. The second 

research task in this study is to examine the licensing 

options by which the Polynesian micro-states can negotiate 

international fishing agreements. The first licensing 

option considered in this approach consists of independent 

negotiations between individual small island states 

and one of the DWFNs. The second option deals with 

sub-regional negotiations between the Nauru Pact country 

of Kiribati and U.S. fishing interests. The third licensing 

method, and one under examination, includes negotiations 

also with the same U.S. fishing interests which were 

conducted as part of N.Z. 's maritime assistance to Niue 

and Tokelau. 

Table three shows the licence agreements signed 

by representatives of the small island states in our 

framework of analysis. Table three also shows that 

Tuvalu and the Cook Islands are the only small Polynesian 
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island micro-states with the capacity to negotiate on 

their own behalf, independent licence agreements. On 

the other hand, data on South Pacific fishing contracts 

reveal that N.Z. assistance provided the negotiators 

who signed Niue and Tokelau's only licence agreement. (Appendices) 

According to our initial framework, U.S. fishing agreements 

represent N.Z. 's maritime assistance to these more 

disadvantaged micro-states. Furthermore, the contract 

terms in the U.S. agreement with Niue and Tokelau serve 

as indicators of N.Z. policies and the Ministry's maritime 

assistance. 

Table 3 

Bargaining Methods and International Fishing Agreements 
N.Z. Assistance and U.S. Fishing Contracts 

South Pacific Negotiators 
First Option 

Kiribati 
Cook Islands 
Tuvalu 

Second Option 

Nauru Sub-Region 
Kiribati 

Third Option 

Polynesian Sub-Region 
W. Samoa 
Cook Islands 
Tuvalu 
Niue 
New Zealand (Tokelau) 

N.Z.M.F.A. Policies 
on Behalf of Disadvantaged 
Micro-States 

Independent 
Licence Contracts 

Regional Licence 
Agreements 

N.Z. Assistance 
and U.S. Co'ntracts 

DWFNs 

Japan 
Taiwan-Korea 
Taiwan-Korea
R.O. China 

U.S.-A.T.A. 

________ '-----...._ A.T.A. 
/ 
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(4) N.Z. Assistance and U.S. Fishing Agreements 

I.P.S. research findings show that N.Z. 's maritime 

assistance to Niue and Tokelau is part of an overall 

strategy to enforce the EEZs of these two micro-states. 

In this study, N.Z.M.F.A. policies on behalf of Niue 

and Tokelau include the surveillance of foreign fishing 

vessels and licence negotiations with the DWFNs of Japan, 

South Korea and the U.S. In the case study of U.S. 

fishing agreements, these policies date to 1979 and 

incorporate the 1983-1984 fishing contract between the 

A.T.A. and Polynesia's smaller island states. Documents 

on N.Z. 's maritime assistance and the terms of U.S. 

fishing agreements come from the Ministry of Foreign 

Affairs and its confidential files on Niue and Tokelau. 

The final task in this methodology chapter is to establish 

indicators of N.Z. policies as expressed in the U.S. contract 
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terms with Niue and Tokelau. 

In our final framework of analysis, indicators 

of N.Z. policies are licence fees and the number of 

registered U.S. vessels that pay these fees to Niue 

and Tokelau. This framework does not list actual U.S. 

licence fees but it provides a comparative analysis 

between the range of fees paid to small island states 

by American vessels. In U.S. fishing contracts, licence 

fees are set at a$ rate according to the Net Registered 

Tonnage ($N.R.T.) of each A.T.A. vessel which for our 

4 
purposes weigh on average 612 Net Tonnes. In the U.S. 

terms with Polynesia, the A.T.A. pays a lump sum of 

licence fees to all members of the Polynesian sub-region. 

After dividing revenues among the other members, a portion 

of this total sum equals the licence fees of Niue and 

Tokelau~ 

In the I.P.S. findings, the comparison of N.Z. 

fishing agreements serve to evaluate the effectiveness 

of N.Z.M.F.A. policies. This study evaluates N.Z. policies 

by comparing U.S. contract terms with Kiribati on the 

one hand, and the micro-states of Niue and Tokelau on 

the other. In this manner, U.S. contract terms with 
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the Nauru member of Kiribati represent one policy option 

by which small island states can negotiate international 

fishing agreements; while A.T.A. terms with Polynesia 

examine N.Z. negotiations as a bargaining method for 

overcoming the micro-state problems of Niue and Tokelau. 

By using such a methodology, our final framework analysis 

provides empirical data on N.Z. assistance as an option 

for overcoming constraints in the international relations 

between small island states and the world's major fishing 

nations. 

Final Framework of Analysis 
N.Z. Assistance and International Fishing Agreements: 

U.S. Agreements with Kiribati, Niue and Tokelau. 
N.Z. Policy Evaluation 

Manpower 
Limited Resources 
National Incomes 
($A 000) 

Policy Indicators 

A.T.A. Licence Fees 
Regist. U.S. Vessels 

Economic Constraints 
Nauru Opt ion 

Kiribati 

58,600 
684 

29,800 

Micro-state Problems 
N.Z. Assistance 
Niue-Tokelau 

3,400 
259 

2,827 

1,600 
6 

893 
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(5) Current Research and Theoretical Focus 

Previous studies on the constraints of Niue and 

Tokelau argue that the weak nature of U.S. fishing agreements 

stem from the policies of American fishing interests. 

In contrast, this current research adopts a theoretical 

approach that focuses on N.Z. assistance as a bargaining 

method for overcoming the constraints of small island 

states. Such a focus suggests that other licensing 

options offer better contract terms than those negotiated 

under the banner of N.Z. 's de-colonisation policies. 

In fairness to Foreign Affairs, better U.S. terms with 

Kiribati indicate the higher value given to the Tuna 

resources of this Nauru member. In contrast, Polynesian 

resources are not as developed and therefore to a degree 

should receive lower licence fees. 

The following chapter, however, offers evidence 

on how N.Z. policies contribute further to weak contract 

terms with U.S. fishing interests. For example, documents 

in chapter three show that concessions such as lower 

licence fees are part of N.Z. 's method of negotiating 

fishing agreements on behalf of Niue and Tokelau. This 

evidence comes from the Ministry of Foreign Affairs 
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and it sterns from preliminary negotiations with the 

fishing nations of Japan and South Korea. Other documents 

in Chapter three show that N.Z. concessions are also 

part of the Ministry's negotiating policies with the 

American Government. In particular, weak terms with 

the U.S. are first evident in N.Z. 's signature on an 

international maritime treaty between the U.S. and Tokelau. 
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~ew Zealand Ministry of Foreign Affairs, "Principles 
Guiding N. Z. 1 s Bilateral Assistance Programmes", External 
Aid Division of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Stafford 
House, Wellington (March 1984). 

2Frank Corner, Administrator of Tokelau, "N.Z. 's 
De-Colonisation Policy in Tokelau which was presented 
to the U .N. 1 s Committee on Non-Self Governing Territories", 
New Zealand Ministry of Foreign Affairs Files, Stafford 
House, Wellington (1979). In Mr Corner's policy paper, 
he outlines N.Z. 's general aims in the negotiation of 
fishing agreements on behalf of Tokelau. These aims 
include the collection of licence fees and the reduction 
of illegal fishing activities. 

3south Pacific Forum Fisheries Agency, 
"Correspondence from the F.F.A. and Data on the Regional 
Registry", F.F.A., Honiara, Solomon Islands (June 26 
1984). 

4south Pacific Forum Fisheries Agency, "F.F.A. 
Correspondence To NZ Regarding Possible Sub-Regional Agreement 
With A.T.A.", F.F.A., Honiara Solomon Islands(31 May 1983} In 
the F.F.A. correspondence, the Agency stated that on average 
one U.S. vessel weighed 612 tonnes. 

5 In this study, U.S. licence fees are calculated by 
dividing the total A.T.A. revenue among the respective 
Polynesian members. In reality, however, licence fees were 
not divided equally but rather according to the net weight 
of a vessel's Tuna catch in the EEZ where the catch was taken. 
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Introduction: Chapter Three 

Chapter three deals with the enforcement of EEZs 

in Niue and Tokelau and it describes N.Z. assistance 

within the research problem under examination. The 

following chapter identifies N.Z. 's maritime assistance 

and the constraints facing Niue and Tokelau in their 

international relations with Deep Water Fishing Nations. 

Chapter three first discusses N.Z. 's surveillance of 

illegal fishing activities in Tokelau's EEZ. It then 

presents documents on N.Z. assistance in negotiations 

with the fishing nations of Japan and South Korea. 

These documents suggest that policy-makers from Foreign 

Affairs intend to attract interest in the EEZs of Niue 

and Tokelau by offering concessions such as lower licence 

fees. 

The final section of chapter three discusses 

U.S. fishing agreements as part of N.Z. 's de-colonisation 

assistance to Niue and Tokelau. This section identifies 

policies that intend to promote economic independence 

by negotiating a maritime treaty between the U.S. and 
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Tokelau. Terms of this U.S. agreement centre around 

the Swains Island dispute and Tokelau's maritime boundary 

with American Samoa. Findings in chapter three indicate 

that Foreign Affairs' policy decisions abandon Tokelau's 

claim to the Swains Island. In exchange for this concession, 

the N.Z.M.F.A. plan to promote independence in Niue 

and Tokelau by the negotiation of another U.S. fishing 

agreement with the respective American interests. 
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Chapter Three 

The Enforcement of EEZs in Niue and Tokelau 

3-1 N.Z. Assistance and the Provision of Maritime Surveillance 

(1) N.Z. Policies and Policing Tokelau's EEZ 

N.Z. policies on the policing of Tokelau's EEZ 

were first introduced on December 1 1977; an occasion 

upon which the Minister of Foreign Affairs introduced 

legislation to enforce Tokelau's 200 mile zone.l 

According to the Minister, Mr Talboys, the aim of N.Z. 's 

legislation was to grant Tokelau an opportunity to share 

in the economic benefits of 200 mile zones.2 In fulfilling 

N.Z.'s policy, the government offered to impose surveillance 

over those foreign vessels which exploited the territory's 

Tuna resources. The government of the day added that 

it would assist Tokelau by sending navy patrols to police 

the activities of international fleets. 

Shortly after introducing Tokelau's EEZ, the 

N.Z. government completed its offer of maritime assistance 
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to the mini-territory. This assistance was initiated 

by Foreign Affairs (N.Z.M.F.A.) under the direction 

of the Royal New Zealand Navy (R.N.Z.N.). For example, 

in 1978, Commander Lewis, Captain of the H.M.N.Z.S. 

Otago patrolled the waters north of the two Samoas which 

largely included the jurisdiction of Tokelau's new 200 

mile zone. A report of this patrol was written up by 

Lewis and contributed largely to a Radio N.Z. interview 

which he conducted with N.Z. Journalist, Mike Field.3 

Moreover, the findings in Lewis's report documented 

the research problem in this thesis and N.Z. 's programme 

of assistance in the area of maritime surveillance. 

(2) Research Problem and Lewis Report 

In the R.N.Z.N. report, Captain Lewis identified 

the research problem of constraints in the international 

relations between Tokelau and the major fishing nation 

of South Korea. According to Lewis, such constraints 

centred around the micro-states inability to impose 

any control over international fishing activities. 

The Otago Captain suggested that manpower constraints 
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and the lack of technology meant that Tokelau was helpless 

in dealing with vessels from the major fishing nations.4 

An example of Tokelau's plight was reference to a policeman 

rowing his canoe in hope of arresting vessels that were 

fishing illegally. In another example, Lewis referred 

to two Korean vessels that were becoming landmarks because 

of their status of being "illegally parked" inside Tokelau's 

200 mile zone.5 

Other findings in the Lewis report indicated 

that N.Z. 's assistance was Tokelau's only way of overcoming 

its difficulties with Korean vessels. This finding 

was demonstrated by the reaction of a third ROK vessel 

which was illegally fishing in the territory's zone. 

For example, when a Tokelauan canoe approached, the 

Korean captain carried on with his illegal activities; 

yet, when Lewis and the Otago approached, the Korean 

vessel took off at a "great rate".6 In its conclusion, 

the Lewis report suggested that besides Tokelau, other 

small island states faced similar constraints in their 

external relations with the major fishing nations and 
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their international fleets. 

Nov. 1978 
Radio New Zealand Transcript 

Lewis Report 

Reporter: The problems faced by small Pacific Island 
nations patrolling their economic zones were highlighted 
again this week when the New Zealand navy returned 
from a visit to the Tokelaus ......... The only 
way the Tokelaus (can) patrol their off shore territory 
is by canoe. The only man who can enforce the laws 
and chase away marauding foreign fishermen is the 
local policeman ......... Commander Lewis, skipper 
of HMNZS Otago, outlines some of the problems the 
islanders face. 
Lewis: There's no doubt about it that foreign fishermen 
are fishing inside (Tokelauan) waters ........ . 
The island of Atafu, which is the northern one, 
has two Korean fishing vessels as land marks on 
their reefs. While we were there another one approached 
the island and a (Tokelauan) canoe went out and 
the captain wanted water, but he was eyeing us at 
the same time. When he learnt that we were a N.Z. 
frigate he forgot about the water and took off at 
a great rate. 
Reporter: The Tokelaus are not the only islands 
facing problems of policing (EEZs). Many small 
Pacific nations do not have the sufficient (resources) 
to guard their economic zones.7 

(3) Maritime Assistance and Niue's EEZ 

After Lewis's findings, N.Z. 's Ministry of Foreign 

Affairs received a request for maritime assistance from 

the small island state of Niue. This request was presented 
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to the Ministry by a Niuean delegation which visited 

Wellington in 1979.8 This visit of Island leaders 

was intended to seek N.Z. 's assistance in the control 

of illegal fishing activities. Unlike N.Z. 's earlier 

assistance to Tokelau, the Niuean request dealt with 

the surveillance of foreign fishing vessels through 

the strength of a binding fisheries agreement.9 In 

this manner, Niue's leaders hoped to overcome the micro

state's economic constraints by using legal experts 

from Foreign Affairs to initiate the negotiation of 

an international fishing agreement.lo 

Niue's request for maritime assistance was noted 

in a briefing that was issued in February 1979 by the 

Island state's leaders.11 This briefing dealt with 

the 1979 visit of Niue's delegation to Wellington and 

it was later recorded in the N.Z.M.F.A. 's confidential 

files. The intention of Niue's delegation was to seek 

N.Z. assistance and overcome the micro-state's constraints 

in the licensing of foreign fishing vessels. In this 

regard, officials from Foreign Affairs were asked to 
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assist in the initiation of fisheries negotiations with 

one of the Deep Water Fishing Nations (DWFNs). In particular, 

Niue's delegation requested that the Ministry of Foreign 

Affairs use its legal offices to find a suitable fishing 

partner from one of the DWFNs with diplomatic embassies 

in New Zealand. 

Government of Niue 

Brief: For Niue Delegation to Wellington, New Zealand, 
February 1979; 200 Mile Exclusive Zone and Fisheries 
(Negotiations). 
Our 200 mile EEZ is prohibited to fishing by foreign 
fleets. We suspect, (however) that foreign fleets 
(are) fishing illegally ......... It is therefore 
imperative ......... to (only) allow licensed vessels 
access to our zone. Therefore we seek foreign interests 
who may be interested in a (licence agreement). 
(To this regard), it is important to submit a request 
(that) the good offices of New Zealand Ministry 
of Foreign Affairs obtain a fishing partner .......•. 
from (one of) the numerous embassies in Wellington! 2 

In 1980, N.Z. 's maritime assistance included 

preliminary negotiations with embassies of Deep Water 

Fishing Nations. These negotiations were made by the 

Ministry of Foreign Affairs (N.Z.M.F.A.) and they were 

13 conducted on behalf of Niue and Tokelau. 
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In this form of maritime assistance, Foreign Affairs 

contacted the major fishing nations who enjoyed close 

relations with N.Z. and which had diplomatic embassies 

in Wellington. In contrast, the Ministry's search for 

a fishing partner excluded the government of Taiwanese 

vessels which did not share strong relations or diplomatic 

ties with N.z~
4 

On the other hand, preliminary negotiations 

with Japan and South Korea expressed some of the bargaining 

methods and policies which were aimed at overcoming 

constraints in the international relations between Polynesia's 

smaller island states and Deep Water Fishing Nations. 

3-2 Bargaining Methods and N.Z.M.F.A. Policies 

(1) Japanese Vessels and Niue's Licensing Strategy 

N.Z. 's search for a fishing partner with Niue 

focused first on a possible licence agreement with Japan 

and its international fleet. Preliminary negotiations 

with Japanese vessels were conducted between the Ministry 

of Foreign Affairs and representatives of Japan's embassy 

in Wellington. After initial discussions, N.Z. 's Foreign 

Affairs outlined possible strategies to adopt if Niue 

was interested in an international fishing agreement. 
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These policies were suggested in a 1980 correspondence 

that was sent from the Ministry of Foreign Affairs in 

Wellington to N.Z. 's diplomatic representative in Niue. 

In its briefing, the N.Z.M.F.A. recommended bargaining 

policies which might overcome Niue's licensing difficulties 

with Japanese vessels. 

In its negotiating brief, Foreign Affairs offered 

a possible solution to previous failures to negotiate 

a licence agreement between Niue and Japan. Such failures 

stemmed from Japan's lack of interest in Niue's EEZ~ 5 

As a solution, the N.Z.M.F.A. briefing suggested that 

concessions to Japanese vessels might overcome previous 

failures to sign an international fishing agreement. 

For example, lower licence fees in Niue were bargaining 

methods that could alter Japan's lack of interest in 

a licence agreement with the Polynesian micro-state~ 6 

According to Foreign Affairs, concessions such a lower 

licence fees were policies by which Polynesia's smaller 

island states could overcome their economic constraints 

and negotiate binding fisheries agreements. 
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Niue: Fisheries Negotiations 
19 February 1980 - To N.Z. Rep. in Niue 

We consider that it would be useful for you to convey 
some preliminary thoughts on fishing (licences with) 
Niuean authorities ......... We think it is important 
that they (Niuean leaders) be under no misconception 
about the difficulties in obtaining a substantial 
return from their EEZ ......... (For example,) Japanese 
interest in Niue's EEZ (is very limited ........ . 
Reasons for this lack of interest are unclear ........ . 
Economic factors (concessions), however, may increase 
the attractiveness of fishing in Niue. Such factors 
(are) lower licence fees and proportionately higher 
licence fees in other EEZs.17 

(2) Lower Licence Fees and Korean Negotiations 

N.Z.'s policy of lower licence fees were also 

discussed in preliminary negotiations with representatives 

of Korea's embassy in Wellington. These discussions 

were held in 1980 and they dealt with the possibility 

of a binding fisheries agreement between Tokelau and 

South Korea. Tokelauan-Korean negotiations were conducted 

by the N.Z.M.F.A. 's legal division and were held at 

the ROK embassy in Welliugton. The Ministry's discussions 

were recorded in a 1980 briefing which outlined N.Z. 's 

policy on concessions to DWFNs and the implications 

of lower licence fees. 
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The ROK negotiations were aimed at preventing 

illegal fishing activities in Tokelau by entering into 

a binding licence agreement with Korean vessels. In 

such an agreement, the ROK was expected to pay licence 

fees in exchange for legal access to Tokelau's EEZ. 

In its briefing, Foreign Affairs suggested that lower 

licence fees were better than no agreement and the continuation 

of illegal fishing activities. On the issue of licence 

fees, however, legal division commented on the dangers 

of granting concessions on behalf of Niue and Tokelau. 

This danger reflected N.Z. 's obligation to accept fees 

which compared favourably to licence agreements with 

th S th P 'f' t 18 o er ou aci ic sta es. 

Tokelau: Fishing Negotiations 
Legal Division 15 April 1980 

An ROK delegation will be in Wellington from 22-
24 April (1980) to (discuss) a fisheries agreement 
(with) Tokelau ......... (With regard to these 
negotiations), it could be argued that with respect 
to Tokelau, some licence fee is better than no agreement 
at all. We must accept, however, that there is 
a danger in agreeing to a lower rate of return for 
the Tokelau zone (which is not) ......... at a comparable 
rate with other South Pacific countries! 9 
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After preliminary negotiations with Japan and 

South Korea, the Ministry of Foreign Affairs entered 

into a series of negotiations with the U.S. Government 

and American fishing interests. U.S. negotiations were 

part of N.Z. 's de-colonisation policies. They included 

a 1980 Maritime Treaty with Tokelau and a 1983-1984 

fishing contract which included both of Polynesia's 

smaller island states. At the same time, the Nauru 

Pact country of Kiribati also negotiated a maritime 

treaty and fisheries agreement with the same U.S. parties. 

The comparison of these two sets of U.S. agreements 

offered an opportunity to evaluate N.Z. policies and 

maritime assistance. Furthermore, the case study of 

U.S. fishing agreements examined N.Z. assistance as 

an option by which Niue and Tokelau can overcome their 

economic constraints and negotiate international fishing 

agreements. 

(3) U.S. Negotiations and De-Colonisation Policies 

U.S. fisheries negotiations were initiated in 

1979 and were part of N.Z. 's de-colonisation policies 
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to Niue and Tokelau. De-colonisation strategies and 

U.S. fishing agreements were introduced by Mr Frank 

Corner, N.Z. 's administrator of Tokelau. Mr Corner's 

policies intended to promote a greater degree of economic 

independenc~ in the external relations between Polynesia's 

small island states and U.S. fishing interests. In 

general, N.Z. assistance intended to promote self-sufficiency 

by increasing the local revenues of Niue and Tokelau. 

In particular, U.S. agreements were meant to enhance 

economic independence through licence revenues and controls 

over illegal fishing activities. 

In a July 1979 visit to Tokelau, Mr Corner presented 

his de-colonisation policy to Tokelau's Parliament, 

20 
the General Fono. The administrator's policies included 

plans to resolve a longstanding dispute with the U.S. 

over the boundary of Tokelau's EEZ. Such a dispute 

evolved around mutual claims to the Swains Island which 

was located between Tokelau and American Samoa. According to 
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a summary of Mr Corner's visit, the resolution of Tokelau's 

maritime boundary required concessions to the position 

of U.S. fishing interests. In addressing the Fono, 

Mr Corner recommended that Tokelau give us its Swains 

Island claim and in exchange for this concession, Tokelau 

would enter into a licence agreement with the U.S. and 

its international fleet. 

Administrator's Visit to Tokelau 
28 August 1979 

The outcome of my discussions with the Fono was 
very satisfactory, perhaps deceptively so. There 
is a danger of deceiving oneself when all dealings 
with shy and possibly complex people come through 
interpreters •........ The major issue that had 
to be clarified was Tokelau's claim to the Swains 
Island. I explained that if they wanted us to go 
ahead (with negotiations) ......... they would first 
have to deal with these claims in a way which would 
involve compromise with the u.s?l 

2-3 Maritime Assistance and U.S. Tokelau Treaty 

(1) Swains Island Case and N.Z. Concessions 

Swains Island was administered by the U.S. and 

it was located seventy miles south of Tokelau and over 

100 miles north of American Samoa~ 2 The dispute between 
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Tokelau and the U.S. was resolved by the terms of an 

international treaty that was negotiated as part of 

N.Z. 's maritime assistance. In the U.S. treaty, N.Z. 

compromised on Tokelau's claim to the Swains Island. 

In exchange, Foreign Affairs hoped to negotiate further 

U.S. agreements which intended to collect licence revenue 

from the activities of American vessels. 

In June 1980, Chris Beeby, one of N.Z. 's Assistant 

Secretaries of Foreign Affairs, went to Tokelau to discuss 

fisheries negotiations with the U.S. In an address 

to the General Fono, Tokelau's Parliament, Mr Beeby 

reported that "substantial progress had been made in 

negotiations with the Americans 11
~

3 He added, however, 

the continuation of such progress depended on Tokelau's 

abandonment of its Swains Island claim. 
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(2) U.S. Agreements and Weak Treaty Terms 

After Mr Beeby's presentation, the Tokelauan 

leaders expressed their views on U.S. fishing agreements 

and N.Z. 's proposal to abandon the Swains Island. This 

reaction showed almost unanimous opposition to the 

24 
Ministry's proposal. In response to the N.Z. secretary, 

Tokelau's Fono opposed a maritime treaty with the U.S. 

which abandoned Tokelau's claim to the Swains Island. 

In addition, the elders requested that N.Z. overcome 

the territory's economic constraints by negotiating 

U.S. treaty terms which included the Swains as part 

of Tokelau's EEZ. Final treaty terms with Tokelau 

represented N.Z. assistance as an option for negotiating 

U.S. fishing agreements on behalf of Polynesia's smaller 

island states. 

The terms of Tokelau's maritime treaty were set 

out at a meeting of N.Z. 's Secretaries of Foreign Affairs 

which was recorded in the Ministry's confidential files. 

According to N.Z.M.F.A. files, the Secretaries agreed 

to abandon Tokelau's claim to the Swains Island. Some 
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reasons for this decision stemmed from concern for N.Z. 's 

own relations with the U.S. For example, one of the 

Assistant Secretaries stated that N.Z./U.S. relations 

were threatened if Tokelau did not concede the disputed 

territory. The final terms of the U.S. Treaty reflected 

the Secretaries' statement which supported the abandonment 

of Tokelau's Swains Island claim. This decision also 

indicated the effectiveness of N.Z. assistance as a 

bargaining method for overcoming the constraints of 

small island states. 

Restricted: Notes of Meeting on Tokelau: 18 July 1980 

U.S./Tokelau Claims: Mr Beeby spoke of the discussions 
he had with the Fono on the U.S. Tokelau Treaty 
......... (Officials present) suggested that it 
was most important that (Tokelau abandon the Swains 
Island) and endorse the (proposed) treaty ........ . 
If agreement was not reached, it could have a serious 
affect on U.S./New Zealand relations? 5 

Tokelau's maritime treaty with the U.S. was signed 

by N.Z. officials on December 2 1982. Terms of this treaty 

showed compromise to the U.S. by abandoning Tokelau's claim 
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to the Swains Island. Maritime assistance in the negotiation 

of Tokelau's maritime boundary was consistent with other 

N.Z. policies which offered concessions to the world's 

major fishing nations. In exchange, Foreign Affairs 

hoped to negotiate a binding fishing agreement with 

U.S. interests and Polynesia's smaller island states. 

In particular, a compromise over the Swains Island satisfied 

N.Z. 'sown interest in promoting American fishing contracts 

with Niue and Tokelau. 

(3) U.S. Maritime Treaties and Small Island States 

After its signing, Tokelau's maritime treaty 

was sent to the U.S. Senate for formal ratification. 

At the same time, another maritime treaty with the South 

Pacific state of Kiribati was also sent to Washington 

and the American Senate. In both cases, these maritime 

treaties led to U.S. fishing contracts which were negotiated 

in 1983. A comparison of the two U.S. agreements offered 

an opportunity to evaluate the effectiveness of concessions 

made by N.Z. in the Tokelau/U.S. Treaty. In addition, 

the U.S. contract terms with Niue and Tokelau provided 
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data on N.Z. assistance as an option by which small 

island states could overcome their economic constraints 

and negotiate international fishing agreements. 

The following chapter discusses procedures for 

the ratification of U.S. maritime treaties. It also 

identifies the American fishing interests who negotiate 

U.S. agreements with two groups of South Pacific states. 

For example, the American Tunaboat Association negotiates 

agreements with members of the Nauru Pact and Polynesia's 

smaller island states. Documents in Chapter four suggest 

that bargaining methods as well as the same American 

parties are factors behind disparities in U.S. contract 

terms with these two groups of small island states. 

Moreover, lower licence fees with Niue and Tokelau reflect 

concessions to the American parties that were first 

introduced in previous negotiations that were conducted 

by the N.Z.M.F.A. 
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Introduction: Chapter Four 

Chapter four presents documentation on the Senate's 

ratification of the U.S./Tokelau treaty. Testimony 

from a Senate hearing indicates that maritime treaties 

are part of a long range plan by U.S. fishing interests 

to increase their presence in the South Pacific. This 

plan includes regional fishing agreements between the 

American Tunaboat Association (A.T.A.) and two groups 

of South Pacific states. One group consists of Kiribati 

and other members from the Nauru Pact sub-region; while 

the second group includes Polynesia's smaller island 

states. In particular, U.S. agreements with the smaller 

members of this latter group come under the banner of 

N.Z. 's maritime assistance and de-colonisation policies. 

The last part of chapter four discusses N.Z. 

policies and U.S. fishing contracts with Niue and Tokelau. 

Indicators of N.Z. policies are the U.S. contract terms 

of licence fees and registered vessels. Evidence from 

chapter four shows that N.Z. assistance provides U.S. 

terms that are significantly below U.S. licence fees 

with Kiribati and Nauru Pact members. In addition, 

chapter four suggests that N.Z. 's maritime assistance 

is an·111effective option by which small island states 

can overcome their constraints and negotiate U.S. fishing 

contracts. 
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Chapter Four 

U.S. Fishing Contracts and N.Z. Assistance 

4-1 American Fishing Interests and Small Island States 

(1) U.S. Senate and Maritime Treaties 

In 1981, U.S. Maritime treaties with South Pacific 

states were sent to the American Senate for ratification. 

the Senate's proceedings for ratification were conducted 

by its sub-Committee on East Asia and Pacific Affairs 

which was chaired by Senator Hayakawa from California. 

On December 1 1981, Senator Hayakawa's Committee conducted 

a hearing on U.S. maritime treaties with New Zealand 

(for Tokelau) and the small island states of Tuvalu, 

Cook Islands and Kiribati: Testimony presented to 

this Senate hearing came from U.S. State Department 

officials in the South Pacific and included statements 

from Mr Bodde, U.S. ambassador to Fiji: In his testimony, 

the ambassador suggested that the U.S. fishing interests 

hoped to follow up these maritime treaties by negotiating 
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fishing contracts with the respective small island states. 

A copy of the 1981 U.S. Senate Hearing was provided 

by the N.Z.M.F.A. files and this document gave a summary 

of Mr Bodde's testimony to the Senate Committee~ 

In his testimony, Mr Bodde said that the major Tuna 

fishing interests of the U.S. were consulted before 

negotiating the South Pacific treaties. For example, 

prior to negotiating these treaties, U.S. State Department 

officials consulted with the Van Camp and Starkist Tuna 

Canneries in American Samoa (Pago Pago); and officials 

consulted with the American Tunaboat Association (A.T.A.) 

which represented the U.S. canneries. Mr Bodde further 

stated that the U.S. maritime treaties were part of 

the A.T.A. 's long range plan to increase its presence 

in the South Pacific and to negotiate regional licence 

agreements. 

Senate Foreign Relations Committee: Hearings Before 
the Sub-Committee on East Asia and Pacific Affairs 
on 1 December 1981 Relating to Treaties between 
the U.S. and N.Z. (for Tokelau), Cook Islands, Kiribati 
and Tuvalu. 
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Summary of Questions and Answers: 
Senator Hayakawa then asked whether the treaties 
protected Californian (U.S.) fishing interests. 
Bodde replied that prior to the negotiation of the 
treaties and during the course of their negotiation 
the Administration had consulted with Van Camp, 
Starkist and the Tuna Boat Owners' Association (A.T.A.) 
in San Diego. He said that Californian (U.S.) fishing 
interests welcomed the treaties. They planned a 
gradual increase in their fishing presence in the 
region and were in the process of negotiating access 
to a sub-regional area that would include the waters 
of Kiribati. Bodde said that in his view agreements 
of this sort would not have been possible unless 
the United States had negotiated fair and reasonable 
treaties with the countries in this region.4 

A.T.A. negotiations with small island states 

represented over 137 Tuna fishing vessels which were 

largely owned by either Van Camps or Starkist.5 Fishing 

activities by A.T.A. vessels reflected the U.S. policy 

on "Migratory Tuna Species" which refused to acknowledge 

EEZs in the case of Tuna species. In support of the 

A.T.A., the U.S. government imposed economic sanctions 

on any South Pacific state that attempted to apprehend 

the association's vessels.6 For example, in 1982, 

Papua New Guinea arrested the A.T.A. vessel "Danica" 

and was the immediate victim of reprisals and economic 
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sanctions from the U.S. government.? As a solution 

to the Danica case, the A.T.A. indicated that it was 

willing to stop illegal fishing activities in exchange 

for access agreements that were negotiated on a regional 

or sub-regional basis. 

(2) Regional Options and A.T.A. Negotiations 

Regional options and A.T.A. negotiations were 

discussed in a 1983 memorandum between N.Z. 's Ministry 

of Foreign Affairs and the South Pacific's Forum Fisheries 

Agency (F.F.A.). This N.Z.M.F.A. document was dated 

18 May 1983 and consisted of a correspondence from the 

F.F.A. 's development officer, Mr Chapman.8 In his 

correspondence, Mr Chapman discussed U.S. fishing contracts 

and the A.T.A. 's interest in sub-regional licences with 

South Pacific states; regional contracts which were 

demonstrated in 1983 negotiations between the American 

Tuna Boat Association (A.T.A.) and two groups of small 

island states.9 One of these groups was known as the 

Nauru Negotiation Pact countries while the second grouping 

included smaller island states from Polynesia. 
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The first licence agreement in 1983 with U.S. 

fishing interests was negotiated by Nauru Pact members 

which included the small island state of Kiribati. 

The second A.T.A. contract was negotiated by representatives 

of Polynesian states which included N.Z.M.F.A. officials 

who represented the Ministry's maritime assistance to 

Niue and Tokelau. Both licensing options intended to 

overcome constraints that faced South Pacific states 

in their international relations with U.S. fishing interests. 

For example, U.S. contracts, with Kiribati on the one 

hand and TokelaujNiue on the other, attempted to control 

the A.T.A. 's illegal fishing activities by imposing 

the terms of a binding fisheries agreement. 

In its 1983 correspondence with the N.Z.M.F.A., 

Forum Fisheries commented on U.S. contracts with Niue 

10 
and Tokelau. The F.F.A. 's comments stemmed from discussions 

with the A.T.A.'s Vice-President, Mr Munoz, who showed 

interest in a licence agreement with New Zealand and 

other representatives of Polynesia's smaller island 
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ll A d. h A . . states. ccor ing tote .T.A. executive, American 

vessels were willing to negotiate a contract at half 

12 
the level of those terms accepted in the Kiribati agreement. 

Despite its lower terms, the U.S. contract offered N.Z. 's 

Foreign Affairs their first sign of revenue from the 

EEZs of Niue and Tokelau. As the F.F.A. suggested, 

N.Z. assistance and lower licence fees were policy options 

by which Niue and Tokelau could negotiate their U.S./ 

Polynesian fishing contract: 

Memorandum: Forum Fisheries Agency 
Mr Chapman: Fisheries Development Officer 

To N.Z. 's Ministry of Foreign Affairs 
18 May 1983 

Representatives of (Polynesia) indicated an interest 
in stimulating the development of Tuna fishing with 
their EEZs. One method of approach was to seek 
an access agreement with the American Tuna Boat 
Association which would encourage their boats to 
fish in the area ......... (As a result) I had discussions 
with Jose Munoz of the A.T.A. (Executive) concerning 
possible A.T.A. interest in an eastern sub-regional 
access agreement with (Polynesia). His initial 
reaction was that if the agreement was modelled 
on the Kiribati agreement he thought that there 
would be significant interest at a fee level which 13 
could approach half of the current (Nauru) agreement. 
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(3) Polynesia/U.S. Contract and N.Z.M.F.A. Officials 

In July 1983, N.Z.M.F.A. officials and three 

of Polynesia's small island states met at Apia to discuss 

a draft fisheries contract with the A.T.A~ 4 The N.Z. 

delegation at Apia included the Ministry's Tokelauan 

representative, Mr Anthony Browne, and staff members 

from his office in Apia~ 5 Other Polynesian representatives 

consisted of island leaders from Niue, Tuvalu and Western 

Samoa~
6 

At Apia, representatives discussed the A.T.A. 

contract which included a formal agreement to combine 

the EEZs of the four island states which were represented 

at this Polynesian meeting. By combining their EEZs, 

the Apia delegates formed one regional fishing zone 

which became known as the Polynesian Sub-Regional Licensing 

R . 17 egime. 

Proceedings at Apia and formation of the Polynesia 

sub-region were recorded in a N.Z. cabinet briefing 

that was issued by Foreign Affairs on July 22 1983~ 8 

In its memorandum to cabinet, the Ministry recorded 

that representatives at Apia agreed to combine their 
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EEZs; and in exchange, they expected U.S. vessels to 

stop any illegal fishing activities and to abide by 

the conditions of the A.T.A. draft contract. These 

conditions included provisions for the payment of licence 

revenues which were to be divided up among the four 

Polynesian members.19 The N.Z.M.F.A. document commented 

further on the significance of A.T.A. licence revenues 

from the viewpoint of N.Z. 's de-colonisation policies 

and the government's maritime assistance to Niue and 

Tokelau. 

According to its cabinet memorandum, Foreign 

Affairs welcomed the collection of licence fees from 

A.T.A. vessels.20 This reaction stemmed largely from 

the fulfilment of N.Z. 's de-colonisation policies which 

were expressed in maritime assistance to Niue and the 

U.S. Maritime Treaty with Tokelau. For example, A.T.A. 

agreements were welcomed as they enforced EEZs and promoted 

economic independence by increasing the licence revenues 

of Polynesia's smaller island states.21 The U.S. fishing 

contract was also appreciated after the N.Z.M.F.A. failed 
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to complete a licence agreement on behalf of Niue and Tokelau in 

preliminary negotiations with Japan and South Korea. 

Moreover, the Cabinet's 1983 memorandum suggested that 

the fulfilment of N.Z. policies were subject only to 

final methods of bargaining that were conducted by the 

Ministry's legal division. 

Confidential - Cabinet 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs 

22 July 1983 

(At) a recent meeting in Apia, representatives of 
New Zealand (for Tokelau), Western Samoa, Niue and 
Tuvalu met to discuss ......... an agreement with 
the A.T.A. providing for the licensing of American 
vessels to fish in their combined zones - ........ . 
An agreement was reached providing for the combination 
of the four EEZs and agreement was reached with 
the A.T.A. on access to the joint zones. (All of 
this) is subject to confirmation by the A.T.A. on 
the proposed level of (licence) fees. If all goes 
well, the agreement amongst the four member countries 
is to be signed at this year's Forum meeting (at) 
Canberra in August. From New Zealand's point of 
view this would be a most welcome development as 
it offers some prospect that Tokelau (~nd Niue) 
will derive revenue from their EEZs. (This progress 
contrasts) with earlier failures to enter licence 
agreements with Japanese and Korean vessels.22 
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4-2 N.Z. 's Bargaining Methods and A.T.A. Contract Terms 

(1) N.Z.M.F.A. 's Legal Division and Policy Aims 

N.Z. 's bargaining methods in negotiations with 

the American fishing interests were conducted by the 

N.Z.M.F.A.'s legal division under the direction of Don 

McKay and Assistant Secretary, Chris Beeby.23 In 1983, 

at the request of Chris Beeby, Don McKay attended a 

series of meetings on U.S. negotiations which were held 

by the Forum Fisheries Agency (F.F.A.).24 Mr Beeby's 

request for legal division to attend the F.F.A. meetings 

was made to the Minister of Foreign Affairs at the time, 

The RT. Hon. Mr. Cooper. The Ministry's request was 

recorded in the N.Z.M.F.A. files and it reviewed N.Z. 's 

policy aims in negotiating U.S. fishing contracts with 

Niue and Tokelau. 

In his, submission to the Minister of Foreign 

Affairs, Mr Beeby indicated that N.Z. 's policies were 

aimed at reducing tension by strengthening relations 

between the U.S. and the region 1 s small island states. 

This aim coincided with the Ministry's earlier statement 
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on Tokelau's maritime treaty which states that U.S. 

agreements were part of the Ministry's plan to strengthen 

its own relations with the American Government.25 

As a means of promoting harmonious relations, Mr Beeby's 

first policy suggested that N.Z. officials negotiate 

contract terms which imposed surveillance and control 

over the illegal activities of American vessels. According 

to the Secretary's submission, N.Z. 's second policy 

focused on the revenue that A.T.A. contracts would bring 

to Niue and Tokelau. Moreover, Mr Beeby suggested that 

the Ministry's interest in better U.S. relations in 

the region centred around U.S. contract terms and the 

strategies adopted by N.Z. negotiators. 

To Minister of Foreign Affairs 
Re: Forum Fisheries Meetings 

This submission seeks your approval for attendance 
at ......... two meetings (of) the Forum Fisheries 
(which will) ......... discuss ......... negotiations 
with the U.S. on ......... a fisheries agreement 
......... As you know fisheries matters have been 
a longstanding irritant between the United States 
and the Pacific's (small island states) ........ . 
Recently, there have been some positive developments 
in the form of a fisheries agreement (with) the 
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A.T.A. (This) contract means (first) that (Tokelau 
and Niue) can receive income from U.S. Tuna fishing; 
and (second) A.T.A. agreements reduce the likelihood 
of incidents from the illegal fishing (activities) 
of U.S. boatsJ6 

(2) U.S. Contract Terms and N.Z. Negotiating Strategies 

U.S. contract terms imposed two conditions on 

the level of licence fees which were negotiated by the 

N.Z.M.F.A. and other representatives of Polynesia's 

small island states. The first term set licence fees 

at a$ rate according to the net registered weight ($N.R.T.) 

of U.S. vessels which on average weighed 612 net tonnes~
7 

The second contract term dealt with the total number 

of U.S. vessels that were bound to register under licence 

to Polynesia's small island states. In their negotiations, 

N.Z. 's Foreign Affairs hoped to follow U.S. contract 

terms which were established in the A.T.A. 's licence 

agreement with Kiribati. In this manner, U.S. contract 

terms with N.Z. officials and Nauru Pact members offered 

an opportunity to evaluate two regional options by which 

small island states could negotiate U.S. fishing agreements. 
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A.T.A. licence terms and N.Z. 's negotiating strategies 

were documented in another 1983 memorandum from Mr Chapman 

of the Forum Fisheries Agency.28 This briefing was 

dated 31 May 1983 and it was sent to the office of legal 

division's Don McKay.29 In its correspondence to Mr 
I 

McKay, the F.F.A. provided Ministry officials with a 

guideline to U.S. negotiations by referring to the A.T.A. 's 

previous regional contract.30 In this comparison, 

the Agency indicated that Niue and Tokelau, along with 

other Polynesian members, faced greater licensing constraints 

than other South Pacific states. For example, Mr Chapman 

suggested that Polynesia fees be negotiated at $30 N.R.T. 

or half the level of those terms gained by members of 

the Nauru Pact.31 The F.F.A. Officer, however, also 

recommended that, like the A.T.A. 's other contract, 

N.Z. negotiators licence all members of the U.S. fleet 

that operated in the region.32 
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Memorandum from Alan Chapman 
F.F.A. Development Officer 

31 May 1983 

I am enclosing for your information, papers (which) 
highlight ......... negotiations between the eastern 
sub-region (Polynesia) and the A.T.A ......... . 
The agreement should mention that the proposed fees 
are substantially less than the fees established 
by (other) U.S. (contracts) ......... Regarding 
fees all (A.T.A.) vessels based in Pago Pago, as 
well as all vessels fishing in the region, should 
pay a fee of no less than 25 U.S.D. per N.R.T. in 
year one and 30 U.S.D. per N.R.T. in year two of 
an agreement retroactive to 1 January 1983 and valid 
through 31 December 198413 

In its A.T.A. contract, N.Z. negotiators hoped 

to register the same U.S. vessels that were under licence 

to fish elsewhere in the South Pacific. For example, 

around 60 U.S. vessels registered with Kiribati Nauru members 

and paid almost $2 million in licence fees to legally 

operate in this sub-region of three South Pacific states. 

If N.Z. negotiators gained even half of these licence 

fees from the same U.S. fishing interests, it would 

represent a significant boost to the revenues of Polynesia's 

smaller island states. Final U.S. terms, however, showed 

significant disparities in the licence fees negotiated 
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with Kiribati and those fees accepted by the Ministry 

of Foreign Affairs. Furthermore, disparities in U.S. 

terms indicated the effects of N.Z. policies which included 

concessions to Deep Water Fishing Nations in exchange 

for a licence agreement on behalf of Niue and Tokelau. 

(3) Final Polynesia/A.T.A. Terms and N.Z. Concessions 

Final terms of the Polynesia/A.T.A. agreement 

were established after the A.T.A. re-negotiated its 

draft agreement that was presented to N.Z. officials 

at Apia. In its move to re-open negotiations, the A.T.A. 

bargained for concessions from the N.Z.M.F.A. and other 

Polynesian representatives. The A.T.A. 's re-negotiations 

first centred around the number of U.S. vessels required 

to take out licences to fish in the EEZs of Niue, Tokelau, 

and the other Polynesian members. A second concession 

demanded by the A.T.A. dealt with their request to enlarge 

the Polynesian sub-region in order to include the EEZ 

of another small island state~ 4 The A.T.A. 's decision 

to re-open ils Polynesian/N.Z. negotiations was recorded 

in a 1983 briefing that was issued by N.Z. 's Ministry 

of Foreign Affairs. 
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The Ministry's briefing was dated 16 August 1983 

and it discussed the A.T.A. 's decision to renegotiate 

. t d f d . 35 h. d · · 1 s rat contract agree upon at Apia. Tis ec1s1on 

focused first on a clause in the Apia contract that 

required the A.T.A., in 1984, to licence its entire 

South Pacific fleet with members of the Polynesian sub

region. The N.Z.M.F.A. briefing stated that re-negotiations 

demanded concessions which allowed the A.T.A. to register 

only those vessels that operated out of Polynesia's 

port at Pago Pago. The Association's second concession 

demanded licence fees below the rate of $30 N.R.T. if 

another small island siate did not join the Polynesian 

sub-region. As Foreign Affairs stated, possible concessions 

to the A.T.A. represented a significant loss of revenue 

and surveillance for Niue and Tokelau. 

Sub-Regional Access Agreement (Polynesia) 
16 August 1983 

The A.T.A. (has decided) to re-open(ing) the text 
provisionally agreed at Apia •.••...•. (one) issue 
raised by the A.T.A. vessels obliged under the agreement 
to (register) for certificates of access. Under 
the agreement drawn up at Apia, the (A.T.A. 's) obligation 
to apply for (licences) related in 1983 to (only) 
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those vessels operating out of Pago Pago. In 1984, 
however, all A.T.A. vessels in the (South) Pacific 
were to apply for licences. This was spelled out 
in the agreement. This obligation for 1984 represented 
a distinct advantage in both fees and (the) facilitation 
of enforcement. The A.T.A. has now sought to do 
away with its increased obligations for 1984 and 
limit ......... licences in both years to only vessels 
operating out of Pago Pago ......... (on another 
issue) the A.T.A. is prepared to accept $30 N.R.T. 
(only) if the zone of another (small) island state 
is included in the agreement area~ 6 

The Polynesian/A.T.A. contract was signed by 

the N.Z.M.F.A. in September 1983 and its final terms 

of agreement indicated compromises to the A.T.A. position~ 7 

These concessions were documented in a copy of the A.T.A. 

contract and by data on the number of registered U.S. 

1 t ' . P 1 ' 38 F 1 . vesse s opera ing in o ynesia. or examp e, one compromise 

allowed the A.T.A. tb register only the nine vessels 

that operated out of Pago Pago. The second concession 

permitted U.S. vessels to fish in another EEZ, that 

of the Cook Islands, for the same licence fee of $30 

N.R.T. Both of these concessions markedly reduced the 

level of revenue and surveillance which the N.Z.M.F.A. 

expected to gain from U.S. fishing contracts with Niue 

and Tokelau. 
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4-3 U.S. Fishing Contracts with Niue and Tokelau 

(1) De-colonisation Policies and A.T.A. Revenues 

As part of N.Z. 's de-colonisation policies, U.S. 

fishing contracts with Niue and Tokelau intended to 

promote economic independence by collecting licence 

' revenues from American vessels. A copy of the U.S. 

contract showed the level of licence revenue that was 

negotiated by N.Z. officials and other Polynesian 

representatives. Data from U.S. contracts also included 

the number of registered vessels which paid licence 

fees to Niue and Tokelau. For example, in 1984, nine 

U.S. vessels paid licence fees to fish in the EEZs of 

Polynesia's small island states. In particular, one 

A.T.A. vessel paid licence fees at a rate of $30 a Nett 

Registered Tonne. 

In U.S. contracts, rough calculations of licence 

fees for American vessels were based on the average 

Net Weight of 612 Tonnes. For example, rough estimates 

showed that nine vessels weighing on average 612 Tonnes 

would pay (9x$30x612), at the most, $167,240 to operate 
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in the Polynesian region.34 After dividing this total 

revenue among five small island states, licence fees 

to Tokelau and Niue were estimated to be below $38,000.35 

In comparison, the same type of calculations showed 

that U.S. licence fees to the small island state of 

Kiribati were over $600,000. Such calculations did 

not represent U.S. licence fees but rather they intended 

to establish a comparative basis which evaluated N.Z. 's 

maritime assistance as a method of negotiating U.S. 

fishing agreements. 

(2) Maritime Assistance and Registered U.S. 
Vessels 

As part of N.Z. 's maritime assistance, U.S. fishing 

contracts intended to overcome the research problem 

under examination in this thesis. Previous findings 

suggested that N.Z. assistance and U.S. contracts offered 

Tokelau and Niue the opportunity to overcome their economic 

constraints by imposing controls over the A.T.A. 's illegal 

fishing activities. The reduction in illegal activities 

was indicated by the number of U.S. vessels that were 
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legally registered to fish in the EEZs of Niue and Tokelau. 

N.Z. 's provisions for maritime surveillance were evaluated 

by comparing the number of registered vessels under 

Polynesia's contract to the total number of American 

vessels which operated in the South Pacific. 

Registered vessels were indicated by data from 

the Forum Fisheries Registry which listed the number 

of U.S. vessels under licence to South Pacific states~
9 

For example, the Forum's registry showed that 56 American 

vessels were registered under the terms of the U.S. 

contract with Kiribati. In contrast, only a fraction 

of these same U.S. vessels were under surveillance in 

contract terms which were negotiated as part of N.Z. 's 

maritime assistance to Niue and Tokelau. This low number 

of registered vessels was further expressed by disparities 

in U.S. contract terms with Kiribati on the one hand 

and Niue/Tokelau on the other. Moreover, weak U.S. 

contract terms represented indicators of N.Z. policies 

which were demonstrated in the final analysis of this 

research. 
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Chapter five re-introduces our framework of analysis 

which evaluates N.Z. assistance in the negotiation of 

international fishing agreements. In this framework, 

indicators of N.Z. policies are the U.S. contract terms of 

licence fees and the number of registered A.T.A. vessels. The 

aim of our final analysis is to compare U.S. contract terms 

with Kiribati on the one hand, and Niue-Tokelau on the other 

side of the ledger. In this manner, chapter five provides 

empirical data on two methods of bargaining with the same 

U.S. fishing interests. Furthermore, the following 

chapter offers some conclusions about the effectiveness 

of N.Z. assistance as an option for overcoming constraints 

in the international relations between small island states 

and the world's major fishing nations. 
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Chapter Five 

N.Z. Policy Evaluation and Conclusion 

5-1 1983 U.S. Fishing Contracts and N.Z. Assistance 

(1) Comparative U.S. Revenues and Kiribati Licence 

The Kiribati/A.T.A. licence agreement was signed 

in February 1983 and it was negotiated by Kiribati and 

two other Nauru Pact countries~ U.S. contract terms 

with Nauru members followed the same lines as those 

accepted by N.Z. and other Polynesian representatives. 

For example, in both cases, U.S. terms stipulated the 

level of licence fee and the number of registered vessels. 

Data on U.S. licence terms were provided by correspondences 

with Forum Fisheries and copies of the two A.T.A. fishing 

contracts. Furthermore, these two U.S. agreements compared 

licence revenues accepted by the N.Z.M.F.A. with those 

fees gained in the Kiribati/A.T.A. contract. 

The following calculations did not represent 

actual A.T.A. licence fees but only established a comparative 

basis between U.S. fees to Kiribati on the one hand, 
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2 
and Niue/Tokelau on the other. On the Kiribati side, 

in 1984, 56 U.S. vessels paid $60 N.R.T. to fish in 

3 the EEZs of this Nauru Pact member. Accordingly, in 

1984, one U.S. vessel, weighing approximately 612 Net 

Tonnes, paid ($60 N.R.T. x 612) about $36,720 in total 

4 licence fees to the three members of the Kiribati agreement. 

U.S. revenues to Kiribati were calculated by multiplying 

56 times $36,720 and dividing this total among the three 

members of the sub-region under the A.T.A. licence~ 

For example, total A.T.A. revenues, in 1984, were 

approximately $US two million which on an individual 

basis was equivalent to about $US700,000 for fishing 

rights to the EEZ of Kiribati. Moreover, a comparison 

of A.T.A. revenues from their two South Pacific contracts 

indicated the effectiveness of N.Z.M.F.A. policies in 

U.S. agreements that were signed on behalf of small 

island states such as Niue and Tokelau. 

The A.T.A. contract signed by N.Z. 's Foreign 

Affairs provided no more than $US165,000 in revenues from 

6 the legal activities of the nine registered U.S. vessels. 
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In contrast, members of the Kiribati negotiating team 

bargained for licence revenues in excess of $2 million 

from 56 vessels which represented the same U.S. fishing 

interests. On an individual basis, A.T.A. revenues 

in Kiribati, Niue and Tokelau were estimated in the 

first case at over $650,000; and in the Polynesian examples, 

A.T.A. licence fees were below $38,00o: Higher revenues 

from the Kiribati contract stemmed from the lower number 

of registered U.S. vessels which, in the end, agreed 

to terms accepted by the N.Z.M.F.A. and other representatives 

of Polynesia. 

(2) Registered U.S. Vessels and N.Z. Policy Evaluation 

Disparities in two fishing contracts with the 

same U.S. parties served to evaluate the N.Z. maritime 

assistance in the negotiation of U.S. fishing agreements. 

This evaluation focused on the number of registered 

U.S. vessels that, in 1984, paid licence fees to the 

small island states of Niue and Tokelau. N.Z. policies 

were evaluated by comparing the number of A.T.A. members 

that registered to fish under the terms of the Kiribati 
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and Polynesian contracts. Documents from N.Z. 's Foreign 

Affairs suggested that in both cases, the Kiribati 

negotiators and N.Z.M.F.A. officials intended to register 

the A.T.A. 's entire South Pacific fleet under the terms 

of a binding fisheries agreement. Correspondence with 

Forum Fisheries and its Regional Registry provided data 

on the number of U.S. vessels that were registered to 

operate under contract terms to the two groups of South 

Pacific states. 

The F.F.A. 's correspondence was dated June 26 1984 

and included data on the number of registered U.S. vessels 

that operated in the South Pacific. For example, Forum 

Fisheries stated that 58 U.S. vessels were registered 

to fish in the EEZs of the region's small island states. 

Of this total, Kiribati negotiators compelled 56 or 

97% of the U.S. fleet to pay licence fees and legally 

register under its fishing agreement with the A.T.A. 

On the other hand, N.Z.M.F.A. policy-makers negotiated 

contract terms that obligated nine A.T.A. vessels, or 

17% of the U.S. fleet to register and pay licence fees 
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to Polynesia's smaller island states. Furthermore, 

these lower terms reflected the N.Z.M.F.A. policy of 

granting concessions to Deep Water Fishing Nations in 

exchange for a licence agreement on behalf of Niue and 

Tokelau. 

(3) Final Framew0rk of Analysis 

The final framework of analysis in this study 

shows the results of N.Z. assistance in the negotiation 

of international fishing agreements. In this framework, 

indicators of N.Z. policies are the U.S. contract terms 

of licence fees and the number of registered vessels. 

The aim of our final analysis is to compare U.S. contract 

terms with Kiribati on the one hand, and Niue/Tokelau 

on the other side of the ledger. Such a framework provides 

empirical data on two methods of bargaining with the 

same U.S. fishing interests. Furthermore, this analysis 

offers some conclusions about N.Z. assistance as an 

option for overcoming the research problem of constraints 

in the international relations between small island 

states and the world's major fishing nations. 
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Documents from Forum Fisheries suggested that 

U.S. contract terms with Niue and Tokelau should be 

about half of those terms negotiated by Kiribati and 

other Nauru members. The final framework in this analysis, 

however, showed first that U.S. fees to Polynesia were 

significantly less than half of the fees in the Kiribati/ 

A.T.A. agreement. In a similar manner, the second indicator 

of N.Z. policies illustrated that the majority of American 

vessels were not compelled to stop illegal activities 

under the contract terms signed by N.Z. 's Ministry of 

Foreign Affairs. 

Finally, our framework fulfilled Selwyn's study 

request for empirical data on the bargaining methods 

available to small island states. Moreover, findings 

in our final analysis contributed to the conclusion 

that N.Z. assistance was an ineffective method by which 

Niue and Tokelau could overcome their constraints and 

negotiate international fishing agreements. 
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Final Framework of Analysis 
N.Z. Assistance and International Fishing Agreements: 

U.S. Agreements with Kiribati, Niue and Tokelau. 

Manpower 

Limited Resources 

National Incomes 
($A 000) 

Policy Indicators 

N.Z. Policy Evaluation 

Economic Constraints 
Nauru Opt ions 

Kiribati 

58,600 

684 

29,800 

A.T.A. Licence Fees >$700,000 

Registered U.S. Vessels 56 

Micro-state Problems 
N.Z. Assistance 
Niue/Tokelau 

3,400 

259 

2,827 

1,600 

6 

893 

<$38,000 

9 
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FOOTNOTES 

1 N.Z.M.F.A. Files, "Agreement Between the Government 
of the Republic of Kiribati, the Micronesian Maritime 
Authority, and the Pulau Maritime Authority and the 
American Tuna Boat Association", New Zealand Ministry 
of Foreign Affairs, Stafford House, Wellington (24 February 1983). 

2Licence revenues indicated in this research 
are not actual A.T.A. fees but rather they represent 
a general estimate; an estimate which is not likely 
to be higher than the actual fees. 

3Data on the number of registered U.S. vessels 
came from correspondence with the Forum Fisheries Agency 
(26 June 1984); while the$ rate of licence fees was 
set out in the Kiribati/U.S. contract. 

4The actual calculation of exact U.S. fees was 
very complicated. For our purposes, this research only 
calculates the total fees paid to the two sub-regions 
under examination. 

5rn reality, U.S. fees were not divided evenly 
but were paid to the regional member which held under 
registration those U.S. vessels which operated in its 
EEZ. 

6The figure of $165,000 was probably a high estimate 
and it was calculated by multiplying the$ N.R.T. of 
$30 x 612 (average Nett weight) x 9 (registered vessels). 
For example 30x612x9 is equi.valent to $165,000. 
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CONCLUSION 

This thesis focused on the problem of economic 

constraints in the international relations between small 

island states and the world's major fishing nations. 

These external relations stemmed from the enforcement 

of 200 mile economic zones and they included licence 

agreements with Deep Water Fishing Nations. In total, 

over 60 nations and 1,000 foreign fishing vessels operated 

in the EEZs of the South Pacific's small island states. 

Most of these vessels came from four of the world's 

major fishing nations which were Japan, South Korea, 

the U.S. and Taiwan. 

International fishing interest in the South Pacific 

focused on the lucrative nature of the region's "migratory 

Tuna Species". For example, these Tuna resources were 

estimated to be worth more than $600 million. The Tuna 

profits of international fleets in the region were often 

greater than the gross national products of South Pacific 

states. From the view of the small"island states, the 
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introduction of 200 mile economic zones presented an 

opportunity to share in the Tuna profits of the DWFNs. 

This opportunity required some surveillance over foreign 

vessels and the collection of licence fees through binding 

fisheries agreements. 

The regulation of international fishing activities, 

however, proved to be a difficult task for South Pacific 

countries. In particular, the smaller island states 

of Niue and Tokelau faced serious constraints in their 

efforts to enforce 200 mile EEZs. For example, these 

two micro-states lacked the technology and manpower 

skills necessary to police foreign vessels. As a resu~t, 

the N.Z. government and its Ministry of Foreign Affairs 

(N.Z.M.F.A.) provided these small island states with 

assistance that first included maritime surveillance; 

the Ministry's second form of assistance came through 

the provision of legal experts from the N.Z.M.F.A. who 

conducted international negotiations with the DWFNs 

of Japan, South Korea (ROK} and the U.S. 
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As a case study of maritime assistance, this 

thesis focused on N.Z. policies in the negotiation of 

U.S. fishing agreements. Such negotiations were 

demonstrated in a 1980 maritime treaty with Tokelau 

and the 1983 fisheries agreement between Polynesia and 

the A.T.A. N.Z. assistance in both of these negotiations 

came under the banner of the government's de-colonisation 

policy which intended to promote economic independenc~ 

by increasing the licence revenues of Tokelau and Niue. 

As a result of the Ministry's policies, Foreign Affairs 

expected to promote economic independence by compelling 

the A.T.A. to register its fishing fleet to stop its 

illegal fishing activities by paying licence fees to 

Polynesia's smaller island states. 

U.S. fishing agreements were selected as a case 

study because of their significance to the micro-states 
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under examination. For example, the A.T.A. fishing 

contract represented, to date, the only licence revenues 

paid to either of these Polynesian micro-states. N.Z. 

assistance in these negotiations also provided the only 

DWFN to legally register its vessels to fish in the 

EEZs of Niue and Tokelau. Previous studies, however, 

suggested that N.Z. 's contract terms of licence fees 

and registered vessels were significantly lower than 

those A.T.A. terms which were negotiated by other South 

Pacific states. The suggestion of concessions to U.S. 

fishing interests by N.Z. policy-makers served as the 

basis for the research inquiry which dominated this 

study. 

This academic inquiry into N.Z.M.F.A. assistance 

and U.S. fishing agreements asked the following research 

question: Why were the A.T.A. contract terms with Niue 

and Tokelau significantly lower than those terms negotiated 

between the same U.S. parties and other small island 

states from the South Pacific region? One explanation 

for the above inquiry focused on the effectiveness of 
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N.Z.M.F.A. policies as a political option by which small 

island states can overcome their economic constraints 

and negotiate international fishing agreements. In 

order to explore this approach, our research findings 

which were often government documents, focused on N.Z. 's 

maritime assistance to Niue and Tokelau. 

The first of these documents identified constraints 

in Tokelau's efforts to enforce EEZs and it illustrated 

N.Z. assistance in the area of maritime surveillance. 

In the R.N.Z.N. document, Captain Lewis reported on 

N.Z. 's maritime assistance which was aimed at controlling 

the illegal activities of Korean vessels. After Lewis's 

findings, the N.Z.M.F.A. attempted to impose controls 

over international fishing activities through the terms 

of a binding fishing agreement. In discussions with 

Japanese interests, Foreign Affairs commented that concessions 

such as lower licence fees were required to attract 

a fishing partner for Niue. Accordingly, in Korean 

negotiations, the Ministry's legal division suggested 

that with respect to Tokelau, some licence revenue was 
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better than jeopardizing the completion of a fisheries 

agreement. 

In negotiations with U.S. fishing interests, 

the N.Z.M.F.A. again expressed policies that intended 

to grant concessions to the DWFNs. N.Z. 's first concession 

to American fishing interests centred around the Swains 

Island case and the policy decision to abandon Tokelau's 

territorial claim. The second concession dealt with 

the re-negotiation of the A.T.A./Polynesian contract; 

a concession which was evident in the Ministry's signature 

on a contract with little enforcement behind it. For 

example, the final U.S. Polynesian terms provided for 

only 5% of the revenue and 17% of the maritime surveillance 

which was negotiated in the A.T.A. 's other South Pacific 

contract. Concessions to the U.S. offered a hypothetical 

answer to the initial inquiry into lower A.T.A. terms 

which were negotiated by the N.Z.M.F.A. on behalf of 

Niue and Tokelau. 

As an explanation for the weak A.T.A./Polynesian 

terms, previous studies looked at U.S. fishing policies 
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and the American view on "Migratory Species". The findings 

in this research, however, suggested a possible hypothesis 

that focused on N.Z. policies and the government's maritime 

assistance. This proposition stemmed from N.Z. policies 

which offered lower licence fees and other concessions 

to the respective U.S. fishing interests. In addition, 

findings in this study showed that the Ministry's policies 

intended to offer concessions in order to safeguard 

N.Z. 'sown interest in stronger U.S. relations. As 

a result, our research findingisuggested the hypothesis 

that N.Z. assistance was an inferior option by which 

South Pacific states could negotiate international fishing 

agreements. 

Further proof of this hypothetical proposal was 

available by studying other fishing contracts with Polynesian 

micro-states that were not signed by N.Z. officials. 

Future studies on economic constraints and the international 

fishing activities of small island states should look 

at the Polynesian micro-state of Tuvalu. Like Niue 

and Tokelau, Tuvalu also experiences the constraints 
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of manpower shortages and surveillance problems. Unlike 

the other micro-states, however, Tuvalu enjoys a better 

record of signing binding fisheries agreements. One 

explanation for Tuvalu's success could be the independent 

nature of its fishing negotiations which are conducted 

by island representatives from the micro-state's own 

government service. Accordingly, the reliance of Niue 

and Tokelau on N.Z. 's government departments so far 

fail to produce the same results as negotiations conducted 

by other South Pacific states. 

In 1984, the Nauru Pact members did not re-negotiate 

their 1983-1984 contract with U.S. fishing interests; 

instead, Kiribati replaced the A.T.A. agreement by 

negotiating its own licence terms with another major 

fishing nation. In Polynesia, however, N.Z.M.F.A. officials 

have yet to re-negotiate the 1983-1984 A.T.A. contract 

or replace it with another fisheries agreement. As 

a result, Niue and Tokelau no longer receive any revenue 

from their EEZs or any sufficient enforcement over the 

activities of foreign fishing vessels. This lack of 
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fisheries revenue and maritime surveillance indicated 

constraints in the external relations of Polynesia's 

smaller island states. In addition, findings in this 

research suggested that such handicaps included the 

reliance on N.Z. assistance as a bargaining method for 

negotiating international fishing agreements with American 

fishing interests. 
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APPENDICES 

ACCESS AGREEMENTS BETWEEK MEMBERS or OP OBSERVERS 

TO THE FORUM FISHERIES AGENCY AND DISTANT WATER 

FISHING NATIONS OR THEIR NATIONALS CURRENT 

ON 27 APRIL 1984 

Sub-Regional 

1. Agreement Between the Government of the Republic of Kiribati, the 

Micronesian Maritime Authority and the Palau Maritime Authority and the American 

Tunaboat Association, signed on 24 February 1983 and effective from 1 January 

1983 to 31 December 1984. 

2. Agreement Between the Governments of New Zealand (in respect of Tokelau), 

Niue, Tuvalu and Western Samoa and the American Tunaboat Association, signed on 

30 August 1983 and two dates in September 1983 and effective from 1 January 1983 

to 31 December 1984. 

Australia 

3. Agreement on Fisheries Between the Government of Australia and the 

Government of Japan, signed on 17 October 1979 and effective from 1 November 

1979 until the expiration of 12 months from the date on which either Government 

gives notice of its intention to terminate the Agreement. 

4. Subsidiary Agreement Between the Government of Australia and the 

Government of Japan Concerning Japanese Tuna Long-line Fishing, signed on 31 

October 1983 and effective from 1 November 1983 to 31 October 1984. 

5. Agreement on Fisheries Between the Government of Australia and the 

Government of the Republic of Korea, signed on 23 November 1983, and effective 

for 3 years (from an unknown date) and after that for 12 months after either 

party has given notice to the other of her intention to terminate the Agreement. 

6. Subsidiary Agreement Between the Government of Australia and the 

Government of th~ Reputilic of Korea Concerning Squid Jigging by Fishing Vessels 

of the Republic of Korea, signed on 23 November 1983 and effective for 12 months 

(from an unknown date). 

Source: South Pacific Forum Fisheries Agency~ "Correspondence 
Regarding International Fishing Agreeme~t~ With Region's Small 
Island States", Honiara Solomon Islands, ~'(F·.A., 26 cJune 1984. 
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Cook 1 s 1 ;rnds 

7. Agreement on Fisheries Between the Government of the Cook Islands and the 

Government of the Republic of Korea, signed on 25 August 1980 and effective from 

that date until the expiration of 6 months from the date on which either 

Government gives notice of its intention to terminate th~ Agreement. 

8. · Agreement Between the Fisheries Associations of the Republic of Korea and 

the Government of Cook Islands Concerning the· licensing of Fishing Vessels of 

the Republic of Korea to Fish Within the Cook Islands Exclusive Economic Zone, 

signed on 18 November 1982, effective initially from 26 November 1982 to 30 

November 1983, and extended until a renewal is negotiated. 

Federated States of Micronesia 

9. Foreign Fishing Agreement Between the Micronesian Maritime Authority and 

the Kaohsiung Fishery Association, signed on .2 April 1982, effectiv_e initially 

from 16 July 1982 to 15 July 1983 and extended to 15 July 1984. 

10. Foreign Fishing Agreement Between the Micronesian Maritime Authority and 

Sambu Industrial Company Ltd., signed on 12 July 1982, effective initially from 

1 August 1982 to 31 July 1983 and extended to 31 July 1984. 

11. Foreign Fishing Agreement between the Micronesian Maritime Authority and 

Atunidos, S.A., signed on 4 October and 30 November 1983 and effective from 1 

November 1983 to 31 December 1984. 

12. 1984 Foreign Fishing Agreement Between the Federated States of Micronesia 

and Japanese Fishing Associations, signed on 25 January 1984, and effective from 

10 February 1984 to 9 August 1984. 

Kiribati 

13. Agreement Between the Government of the Gilbert Islands and the 

Government of Japan Concerning Fisheries off the Coasts of the Gilbert Islands, 

signed on 26 June ·1978 and effective from that date until the expiration of 6 

months from the day on which either Government gives notice of intention to 

terminate the Agreement. 

Source: South Pacific Forum Fi.sheries ,Agency, "Correspondence 
Regarding International Fishing Agreements With Region's 
Small Islancl States" Honiara, F,F .. A., 26 ,June 1984. 
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14. Agreement Between the Government of the Republic of Kiribati and the 

Government of the Republic of Korea Concerning fisheries off the Coasts of the 

Republic of Kiribati, signed on 28 June 1979 and effective from a date mutually 

agreed (date uncertain but before 12 October 1979) for five years and after that 

until the expiration of 6 months from the day on which either Government gives 

notice of intention to terminate the Agreement. 

15. Agreement Between the Government of the Republic of Kiribati and 

Federation of Japan Tuna Fisheries Co-operation Associations and National 

Offshore Tuna Fisheries Association of Japan Concerning the Licensing of 

Japanese Fishing Vessels to Fish within the Fishery Limits of Kiribati, signed 

on 3 August 1983 and effective fro~ 1 September 1983 to 31 August 1984. 

Marshall Islands 

16. Agreement Between the Government of the Marshall Islands and the Govern

ment of Japan Concerning Fisheries Off the Coasts of the Marshall· Islands, 

signed on 25 March 1981 and effective from 1 July 1980 until the expiration of 6 

months from the day on which either Government gives notice of intention to 

terminate the Agreement. 

17. Agreement Between the Marshall Islands Maritime Authority and the 

Federation of Japan Tuna Fisheries Co-operative Associations and the National 

Offshore Tuna Fisheries Association of Japan Concerning Operation of Fishing 

Vessels Within the Fishery Zone of the Marshall Islands, signed on 25 March 1983 

effective initally from 1 April 1983 to 31 March 1984, and extended to 30 April 

1985. 

New Zealand 

18. Fisheries Agreement Between the Government of New Zealand and the 

Government of the Republic of Korea, signed on 16 March 1978 and effective from 

that date until 30 September 1984 as agreed in an exchange of letters dated 7 

May 1982 • Source: South J?aci.fi.c Forum Fisheries Agency, "Corres.pondence 
Regardihg International Fishing Agreements With Region's. 
Small Island Statesf, Honiara, F.F.A., 26 June 1984. 

19. Agreement on Fisheries Between the Government of New Zearand and the 

Government of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, signed on 4 April 1978 

and effective from that date until 30 Beptember 1984, as agreed in an exchange 

of letters dated 7 May 1982. 
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20. Agreement on Fisheries Between the Government of Ne1,, Zealand and the 

Government of Japan, signed on 1 September 1978 and effective from that date 

until 30 September 1984, as agreed in an exchange of letters dated 26 May 1982. 

Palau 

21. .Agreement Between the Palau Maritime Authority and Sino - Palau Fishing 

Co. Ltd. Concerning Fishing in the Waters of Palau, signed on 27 and 28 July 

1982 and effective from 2 August 1982 until 2 August 1984 unless either Party 

has notified the other of its intention to discontinue the Agreement from 2 

August 1983. 

22. Agreement Between the Palau Maritime Authority and the Fisheries 

Associations of Japan Concerning Fishing in the Waters of Palau, signed on 5 

November 1983 and effective from 1 January 1984 to 31 December 1984. 

Papua New Guinea 

23. Arrangement Between the Government of Papua New Guinea and the Federation 

of Japan Tuna Fisheries Co-operative Associations, the National Federation of 

Fisheries Co-operative Associations of Japan, the Japan Far Seas Purse Seine 

Fishing Association and the Federation of North Pacific District Purse Seine 

Fisheries Co-operative Associations of Japan Concerning Fishing Within the 

Fishing Zone under the Jurisdiction of Papua New Guinea, signed on 7 August 1981 

and effective from that date until t~e expiration of 3 months from the date on 

which either Party gives notice of its intention to terminate the Arrangement. 

Solomon Islands 

24. Agreement on Fisheries Between the Government of Solomon Islands and the 

Government of Japan, signed on 20 September 1978 and effective from that date 

until the expiration of 6 months from the day on which either Government gives 

notice of its intention to terminate the Agreement. 

25. Agreement of Fisheries Between the Government of Solomon Islands and the 

Government of the Republic of Korea, signed on 12 December 1980 and effective 

from that date until the expiration of 12 months from the day on which either 

Government gives notice cf its intention to terminate the Agreement. 

Source: South Pacific Forum Fisheries Agency, "Correspondence Regarding 
Inte'rna tional Fishing Agreements With Reg ion's Small Iil:and States", 
Honiara Solomon Islands, F.F.A., 26 June 1984 
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26. Agreement on Fisheries Between the Government of Solomon Islands and the 

Government of the Republic of China, signed on 11 October 1983 and effective 

from that date until the expiration of 12 months from the day on which either 

Government gives notice of its intention to terminate the Agreement. 

27. Arrangement Between the Government of Solomon Islands and Federation of 

Jap~n Tuna Fisheries Co-operative Associations and National Offshore Fisheries 

Association of Japan Concerning Longline and Pole and Line Fishing within the 

Fishery Limits of Solomon Islands, signed on 21 December 1983 and effective from 

1 January 1984 until the expiration of 6 months from the day on which either 

Party gives notice of its intention to the Arrangement. 

Tuvalu 

28. Fisheries Agreement Between the Government of the Republic of Korea and 

the Government of Tuvalu, signed on 18 June 1980 and effective from that date 

until the expiration of 6 months from the day on which either Government gives 

notice of its intention to terminate the Agreement. 

29. Fisheries Agreement Between the Government of the Republic of China and 

the Government of Tuvalu, signed on 5 November 1981 and effective from that date 

until the expiration of 6 months from the day on which either Government gives 

~otice of its intention to terminate the Agreement, 

30. Agreement Between the Government of Tuvalu and the Korea Deep-Sea 

Fisheries Association Concerning the Licensing of Fishing Vessels of the 

Republic of Korea to Fish within the Fishery _Limits of Tuvalu, signed on 31 

January 1984 and effective from 1 January 1984 to 31 January 1985. 

31. Agreement Between the Government of Tuvalu and the Taiwan Deep Sea Tuna 

Boat Owners and Exporters Association of the Republic of China Concerning the 

Licensing of Fishing Vessels of the Republic of China to Fish within the Fishery 

Limits of Tuvalu, signed on 5 November 1981 and initially effective from that 

date until 4 November 1982 and extended by an Exchange of Letters (details 

unknown). 

source: South Pacific Forum Fisheries Agency, "Correspondence 
Regarding International Fishing Agreements With Region's Small 
Island States'', Honiara S~lomon Islands, F.F.A., 26 June 1984. 
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; 
AGP.!"..;:!!El!T _ 3ETW!':Sll_ THE _GO\"E?.!,1!S?l, _ o,·_ rm:_ ?,Sfl13LIC 

OF _KIRIBATI, _THE_MICROHES IAN _HARITIHE _AUTHORITY, _MID_ THE _PAI "I ~~~!!'.:1~ - . 

AUTHORITY AND THE Al1ERICA!l :·t::l,\EOAT ASSOCIATIDtl -----------------------------------------------

The tb~ernment of the Republic of Kiribati, the Micronesian ~arit!me Author'.· 

and the Palau Maritime Authority (or its successor) (hereinafter refer,e~ ~ 

as the "Licensing Parties") and the American Tunaboat Association (hercina:: 

referred to as the "Association"); 

ACKNO\.ILEDGE the exclusive fishery management authority of the Licensing 

Parties to the full extent recognized by international law; and 

DESIROUS of establishing reason~ble and uniforn conditions applicable 

to. all vassels for the purpose of governing the oparation of fisheries 

of rr.utu~l interest, 

ll-\'.'E AGREED AS FOLLOWS:. 

l.. -:"he Licensing Parties shall permit fishing b:; As$ociat!.cr. rr.e:ober 

vessals within the area described in Appendlx A (hereinafte= referred to 

as the ''Zones''), except in such areas as are designated in App~ndix A~~ 

ctc:;ed areas, in a~cordanc12 ~th the provisi:.;nn of this Aure~:nent and 

applicable laws and regulations of the Licensing Parties. 

2, The administering authority (hereinafter referred to as the 

"Administrator'') acting on bch~lf of the Licensing Parties in administarin,; 

the terms and conditions of this Agree:r.unt shall be the Micronesian 

llnritir.,a Authority, until the Licensing !'artics notify the Association of 

n change in Administrators, 

J. Association member vessela shall not fish ln the Zones ex:mpt ~~dur 

the terms and conditions specified in this Agreement ant! !.n accordance 

with applicable laws and cegulacicna. 7~e A<lrninis:=ator sha!! prc~i~e 

the Association within 30 days of the effective date of chis Agree~ent, 

copies of all such applicable laws and regulations, and cha~aes in 

applicable la~s and regulations within 30 days of :he effective ~nte 

of such changes, 

Source: Kiribati Fisheries 
Nauru Pact Members And The 
1983. 

File, "~icence Agreement Between 
A.T.A.", Wellington, N.Z.M.F.A. Files, 
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?&ttiea',imu----------------------------------

4. Associaticn member vessels which engage in fishing in the Zones 

must have Ln their possession Certificates of Access issued by the 

~dminlstrator, The A~sociatlon shall apply on behalf af its members 

(or Certif~cates of Access on the form set forth in Appendix B. A true 

copy of the current certificate of ovnershi? issued by the country of 

registration shall accompany this application and shall be acce?ted for the 

purpose of establishing the net registered tonnage of the applicant vessel. 

5, The administrator vill promptly review applications for Certificates 

of Access, and issue Certificates valid co December 31, 1,83. foe the 

first ·year, and December 31, 1984 for the second year, upon the payr.,ent of 

fees hereinafter described. Certificates of Access losued pursuant to 

this Agrec~ent, or true copies thereof, shall be prominently displayed in 

th-.,-wheelhouse of Association member vessels fishing in :he Zones, There 

shall be no transfer 0£ Certificates of Access, 

6. An applicant may begin fishi~g within the Zones upon receipt of a 

Certificate of Access. In order to alle•:iata time difficulties ..,here 

.,-., necessary, the Administi::a~or may .authorize qualified vessels to begin 

fishing ,rior to having received a Certificate of Access, ln such cases, 

tha Association shall immedL1tely provide to the Administ:cator, ty cable er 

other means, the current position of the vcs,.el. and the inf~rmat~Jn re 11,lr,,:: 

in Appendix B, Upon the determination that the vessel is qualified, the 

Administrator shall immediately dispatch the Certificate. of i\.:cess number 

to the Association, Prior to the receipt of the Certificate of Access, 

the number issued by the Administrator shall be sufficient evidence of 

said Certificate. Payment of the foe deacri~ctl in paragraph 7 $ 0.•ll he 

made 1Jithin thirty (JO) days of the issuance cf tha Certificate of Access 

number. Failure to aubmit payment within the stipulated time 11ill result 

in the cancellation of the Certificate of Access number, 

7. The AdminiRt,atoi shall issue certificates of Access contlng•nt upon 

the payment of a fe~ of U.S. •<~ ner net registered ton for the first 

year and U.S. ,~a nPr "•• registered ton far the secoftd year, In che 

event of substantial improvement in the ::i:irke.c sit!lation duri:1g the first 

Source; Kiribati Fisheries File, ":Licence Agree,rnent Between 
Nauru Pact Members And Th.e A.T.A.",. Wellington, N.Z.M.F.A. 
Files, 1983. 
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year of the agreement, the Licensing ?arties and che Association agree 

to a carrectior.al review of the fee schedule f~r the purpose of ~ncreasing 

the second year fee to reflect such improvement. The Association shall 

be responsible for the collection and transmission of all (ee5 to the 

Administrator. There will be no refund or pro-ration ~f fees. 

8. After written notice and ccnsultation with the Associaticn and the 

Llcansing Pa~ties, the Administ:ator may take the following actions: 

(a) Deny an application for a Certificate of Access co an 

Association mecber vessel; The reasons for such denial 

shall be provided in writing to the applicant, the Association 

and the Licensing Parties. The applicant shall have the 

opportunity ta re-apply, without prejudice. 

(b) Cancel and withdraw the Certificate of Access of any Aasoclation 

'/- member vessel ',/hich has committed acts in contravention of this 

Agreement. The effective date of such cancellation and 

withdrawal ahall be no earlier than ten (10) days (rem the 

date of written notification by the Administrator. The 

Certificate holder or the Association may appual the cancel

lation. The Associati6i shall secure and promptly <li&?• tch to 

the Administrat~r any such cancelled Certi~icate acl all tr~e 

copies thereof. 

9. The Licensing Parties recognize that. thure is present:, no inforn,ation 

establishing that the optimum yield of the rc~ources covere:! by this 

Agreement will be adversely affected by the fishing activities o! 

Association mecber vessels during the term of chis Agreenent. 

10. Catch reports for all reported and s-:01:1itte<l data sha:: ~e ccmpceto.c! 

and transmitted to the Administrator tl,rough the Association for :ill 

fishing within the Zones by Association member vessels three Li~cs a 

year (i.e., May 31, September 30, and December 15). In a~dition,a !iGa: 

catch report for each agreement ye~r sl1all ba cc~plcted and transmi:t~1 co 

the Administrator through the Associati.:in vhen all data fer c!,ac ;·e.r are 

Fisheries. File,· "Licence Agreement Between Nauru 
The A.T.A.", Wellington, N.Z.M.F.A. Files, 

•':•. 

:-....: 
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Zone• during the period and a separate list of such vessels whicficlraan~oort------

con<luct such fishing operations wit~in the Zones during the period. 

Consultations shall be held by and between the scientific consultant 

repr_esenting the Association and representatives of the Licensing ?arcics 

on a semi-annual basis for the purpose of reviewing the catch ~nd effort 

scatlscical data recorded by Asscclntlon member vessels vithin the ~ones. 

Such consultations shall endeavor to tecor.-.rr.und neasJres to i:-:-:prova the. :2 :-.. 

collection and reporting actions ~ndercnkun by tl1e Master~ of s~=!1 v~sse!s, 

taking into account the form set forth ln Ap,endix C. 

11. ~asters of Association member vessels shall maintain a lcgbock on bca: 

the vessel to record iatch and effort data sufficient to enable the 

Association to comply with the terms of this Agreement. After ?roper 

identification is established, cha ~asters of such vessels shall make 

such· logbook available for inspectioll by officers euthorized by the 

Licensing Parties. 

12. The Licensing Parties •nd the Associaticn shall ensure the confidenci 

character of information, :;ec~rds or statisci:,s rertainin,; ~o fishi:ig by 

Assc:iation member vessels within the Zones. 

13. f'isherv activities by Association r.e::1ber vessels shall ::e conductec! 

in a :nanr.er which •,111 n~t disrupt ti:aditioual, Jl\d loca.:.ly-based fis!wr~-, 

and all turtles and reef !isn taken d:;dng :he ccurse of cile ?urse se!:1e. 

fishery shall be released in a manner which will pcovide this :niscella~ecu 

catch with the greatest chanc.-, for ourvival. 

l~. After proper identification is establishei, Mastues of Associaticn 

r.i•!mber vussels shall allow authori:aq. unforcenant c,ffici.:ils :o o~~rd .1-.J 

inspect chair vessels at any timu within the Zones, in ac~~rdance wlth 

international law. Arrests and seizures shall not be ma~e unless such 

~fftcer has reasonable cause to bnlievu as a r~sult of such search or 

Source: Kiribati 
Nauru Pact Fisheries File, 

Members And The ~Licence Agreement Bet 
1983. A.T.A. " w· 11 . ween 

e ington, N.Z.M.F·.A. Files, 
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inspection that any such •,essel or any pe~son hn3 committed an act in 

violation of the ter.ns and conditions of thi3 Agreement oi: applicable 

laws and regulations of the Licensing Parr.ies as provided pursuant to 

paragraph 3. Boarding and inspection shall be conducted e~?editiously 

and wil,h a minimi.t:t1 of interference ,.,ith the 0.shing aperations and a minim, 

risk to the vessel or crew. 

15. The Association will appoint and maintain agents in Ponape, Tarawa, 

and Palau. Such agents will be authorized to receive Jn1 respond ~o any 

legal process issued by a court of· competent jurisdiction, 

16. The Associac.ion shall provide the following information to the 

Administrator by telex or cable: 

(a) Notice of actual time of entry of an Associaticn member vessel 

tx:ito the Zones; 

(b) Hotice of exit of an Association =ember v~ssel from the Zones 

and notice of whether such veasal had fished during time 

The Assaciacian shall make ita best efforcs to transmit to the Admini•trat, 

s?ent in the Zones, 

tha additir,nal information containad in ~he for:n set forth ln Ap?c,ndix :). 

17. Each vessel issued a Certificate of ~cceas will display the f,llowi•• 

identification marks: 

(a) The radio call sign of the vessel will be displayed in a 

prominent position on the vessel where it can readi!y be 

identified from the air or sea; 

(b) The letters and numbers constitut log the radio call sign will 

be at least one meter high, cleJr an~ distinct and colored 

black on white, white on black or sirallar ccntr.,stir;s colors; ~" 

(c) Association vessels shall contir,uously monitor cl!e internationa! 

distress radio frequency 2.192 and 136,8 •u~ (Ch~nne~ 16, VHF· 

for the purpogc of fr,cili~ating cor..".lunicntion bet•~aen such •;cs'.·" 

and air and seaborne authorittes of the Licensing Parties wish~• 

to establish the credentials a: a vessel .in the Zones. 

:F'isheri.es F'l 1 e, "Licence Agreement Between 
N.Z.M.F.A. Files, 

Nauru 
The A.T.A.", Wellington, 
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18. Association member vessels may utilize the lc 6ally designated ports 

within the Zones, subject to the availability of facilties and supplies 

and th~ needs of the respective Jurisdictions, and in accorJan~e with che 

laws and regulatfons'applicable in such ports, The Licensing Parties will 

seek to ensure that Association member ~easels are granted the appropriate 

entry authorization to enter legally dasfgndtad ports within the Zones. 

Each Licensing Party shall, ·~1.thin thirty (JO) daj'S of the data of signat•ire 

of this Agreement, notify the As,ociation of the port entry procedures to 

be followed within its jurisdiction. 

19, With respect to the Republic of Palau nnd the Federated States of 

Hlcronasia an application for a Certificate of Access shall be considered 

an application far a multiple entry permit. 

20. In case of seizure of an Association member vessel or the arrest of 

its creu, the relevant Licensing Pa,ty will noti[y the nearest available 

Agent of the Association or the Associaticn of this action. The Licensing 

Party will seek to ensute that a seizod vessel and nrrested creu members 

are.promptly released subject to rcas?nabie ~onu er o:her security as may 

be determined by the approp~iate cour:. 

21. r-,cc:ogniz~ng the limiteu availa?ility of statistkal inforr..ation on 

catch nnd fishing effort within the Zones, the Licensing Parties and the 

Association acknowledge ~he valuu and need of un effcctjve scientific daca 

program. The Administrator shall propose prosrams :hat w!;l al'.ow nuthorl•·· 

scientific technicians to mcni~or fis!1i:1g activities durin;; the tenn of this 

Agreement by participaqng in up to a -:iu:dmi::1 Jf te.n (10) vo,ag,as. The cer::

nnd conJitions of such progrnns shall be nu::ject to ,1pproval oy th.a 

Association and the Licensing Parties. 

22. Adcq·u.1te and complete insurance h,cluding, but not nc.~cssariiy li~itC'd 

to, collision, protection and lndennity, and oil pollution •tiability 

insurance shall be maintained for Association ~ember vessels fiw~ing 

~ithin the Zones, 

Source: Kiribati Fisheries 
Nauru Pact Members And Th.e 
Files, 1983. 

File, "'Licence. Agreement Between 
A. T .A.", Wellington, N. z .M.F .A. 
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2), With the approval of the LicensinR Parties and the Association, states 

in the region way ),ecome parties to the Agreement, ln the. e•,ent that the 

Licensing Parties and the Association approve• new entrant, a cee.ting 

shall be convened by the Licensing Parties, the Associaticn, and the new 

entrant for the purpose of renegotiating the fee in paragraph 7 and che 

desc:iption of the Zones in Appendix A, Except as 3greed by the ?,rties, 

no ocher provfsions of this Agreement shall be reopened for ne&otiation, 

24. the ,\ssocintion shall make its best efforts to ensure that its 

I member vessels comply with the provisions of this Agrei,men~ and applic:ible 

laws '1n<I regulations pursuant to paragraph J. The. period of this Agreem"nl 

shall be January 0 l, 1983 to December )1, 1984, At the written request of 

either the Administrator, a Liccns~ng Party, or che Association, on 

rea"nonable notice, cons•Jltations shall be held with respect to any 

problems uhich may arise in the course of che i:oplementatio11 of chis 

Agreement, 

Fish.eries File, 
The A.T.A. 11 

"·Licence 
Wellingto~, 

- 7 -

Agreement Between 
N.~.M.F.A. Fil~s I 

Nauru 
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AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE GOVERNMENTS OF 
' 

NEW ZEALAND (IN RESPECT OF TOKELAU), NIUE, TUVALU AND 

\~ESTERN SAMOA AND THE AMERICAN TUNABOAT ASSOCIATION 

The Governments of N2w Zealand (in respect of Tokelau), 
Niue, Tuvalu and Western Samoa (hereinafter referred to as the 
"Licensing Parties") and the American Tunaboat Association 
(hereinafter referred to as the "Association"; 

HAVE AGREED AS FOLLOWS: 

1. The Licensing Parties shall permit fishing by Association 
member vessels within the area described in Appendix A 
( hereinafter ref erred to as· the "Zones"), except in such areas as 
are designated in Appendix A as. ·closed areas, in accordance with 
the provisions of this Agreement and applicable laws and 
regulations of the Licensing Parties. 

2. The administering authority (hereinafter referred to as 
the "Administrator") acting on behalf of the Licensing rarties in 
.::1dmi. nis teri ng the terms and conditions of this Agreement shall be 
:1 l .i c~Rncd nn Pa:rtv. The ~outh Pacific Forum Fisheries Agency 
shall be the consultant to the Administrator. The Licetlsing 
Parties shall notify the Association of the Licensing Party 
serving as Administrator and any change in the Administrator.i;· 

3. Association member vessels shall not fish in the Zoues 
except under the terms and conditions specified in thi. s Agre:?r;;erc::: 
and in accordance with applicable laws and regulations. The 
Administrator shall piovide the Association, within 30 days of the 
effective date of this Agreement, with copies of all such 
applicable laws and regulations and changes in applicable laws 
and regulations within 30 days of the effective date of such 
changes. 

4. Each Association member vessel which engages in fishing 
in the Zones must have in its possession a Certificate of Access 
in the form set forth in Appendix B, or by virtue of Paragraph 5, 
a Certificate of Access number issued by the Administrator. The 
Association shall apply on behalf of its members for Certificates 
of Access on the form set forth in Appendix C. A true copy of 
the current certificate of ownership issued by the country of 
registration shall accompany this application and shall be 
accepted for the purpose of establishing the net registered 
tonnage of the applicant vessel. 

5. 
for a 

The Administrator shall promptly review each application 
Certificate of Access, and issue a Certificate which shall 

Source: Tokelau File,"Polynesia Licence 
~Agreement Wit. h The U.S .. ", Wellington, N.z.\\ ~"#l\ M.F.A. Files, 1983. 1 .C.,...·, • ..._:_ •• 
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be valid to December 31, 1983 for the first year, and Decefuber 
31, 1984 for the second year, upon payment of the fee as 
specified in• Paragraph 7. The Administrator shall telex the 
number of the Certificate of Access to the Association as soon as 
it has been issued. Upon special request by the Association 
which shall report the current position of the vessel, the 
information required to complete Appendix Band include a 
commitment to pay the fee specified in Paragraph 7, the 
Administrator may immediately inform the Association of the 
number of the Certificate to be issued upon reci~ipt of the 
application form and fee as specified in Paragraph 7 .) Payment of 
the fee described in Paragraph 7 shall be made to aoank account 
designated by the Licensing Parties within 30 days of the 
issuance of a Certificate of Access number. Failure to submit 
payment within the stipulated time will result in the 
cancellation of the Certificate of Access number which shall not 
affect the vessel's liability for payment of the fee. The 
Certificate of Access issued to a vessel pursuant to this 
Agreement, or a true copy thereof, shall be prominently displayed 
in its wheelhouse while fishing in the Zones. There shall be no 
transfer of Certificates of Access. 

6. An applicant may begin fishing within the Zones upon the 
receipt of a Certificate of Access. Prior to the receipt of the 
Certificate of Access, the nurnbe.r issued by the Administrator 
shall be sufficient to permit fishing pursuant to this Agreement. 

7. The Administrator shall issue Certificates of Access 
contingent upon the payment of a fee of U.S. $ 15 per ne~ 
registered ton of vessel for the first 25 vessels applying in 
1983 and U.S. $ 12 per net registered ton of vessel.for each 
additional vessel applying for that year, and U.S $ 30 per net 
registered ton of vessel for the first 35 vessels applying for 
198<".i and U.S. $ 25 per net registered ton of vessel for each 
additional vessel applying for that year. In the event of 
substantial improvement in the market situation during the first 
year of this Agreement, the Licensing Parties and the Association 
shall agree to a correctional review of the fee schedule for the 
purpose of increasing 'the second year fee to reflect such 
improvement. For the year 1984, all member vessels of the 
Association fishing in the Central and Western Pacific (to wit: 
the area bounded on the west along the 170 degree East Longitude 
and on the east along the 160 degree West Longitude) shall apply 
for Certificates of Access and the Association shall be 
responsible for the collection and transmission of all fees to 
the Administrator. There will be no refund or pro-ration of 
fees. 

8. After written not.:ice and consultation with the 
Association and the Licensing Parties, the Administrator may take 
the following actions: 

(a) 

-----~" 
/ 

g'! 
_)-1; 

Deny an application for a Certificate of Access to 
an Association member vessel. The reasons ,for such 
denial shall be provided in writing to the 
applicant, the Association and the Licensing 

Source: Tokelau File, "Polynesia Licence 
Agreement With The U.S.", Wellington, :1~N.Z.M.F.A. Files, 1983, 
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Parties. The applicant may re-apply. 

(bl Cancel and withdraw the Certificate of Access of any 
Association member vessel which has committed acts 
in contravention of this Agreement. The effective 
date of such cancellation and withdrawal shall be no 
earlier than ten (10) days from the date of 
notification by telex from the Administrator. The 
Certificate bolder or the Associal:ion may request a 
consultation to be held in accordance with Po.ragraph 
23. The Association shall secure and promptly 
dispatch to the Association any such cancelled 
Certificate and all true copies thereof. 

9. Catch reports for all reported and submitted data shall 
be complete<l and transmitted to the Administrator through the 
Association for all fishing within the Zones by Associatio11 
member vessels as follows: for 1983 - Seµtember 30 aud December 
15; and for 1984 - May 31, September 30 and December 15. In 
addition a final catch report for each Agreement year shall be 
completed and transmitted to the Administrator through the 
Association when all data for that year are reported and 
submitted. The Association shall submit a list of all vessels 
holding Certificates of Access which conducted fishing operations 
within the Zones during the period and a separate list of such 
vessels which did not conduct :,fishing ope1~ations within the Zones 
during the period. 

Consultations shall be held between the scientifid 
consultant represe11ting the Association and representatives of 
the Licensing Parties on-a semi-annual basis for the purpose of 
reviewing the catch and effort data recorded by Association 
member vessels within the Zones. Such consultations shall 
endeavour to recommend measures to irnprove the dni:.,1 r._-·., ,,.,: 
and reporting actions undertaken by masters ,.:.;_i.:· s:_t.;. • ,,_, 

taking into account the form set forth in Appendix U, 

10. Masters of Association member vessels shall maintain a 
logbook on board the vessel to record the catch anJ effort data 
sufficient to enable the Association to comply with the terms of 
this Agreement. After proper identification is established, the 
Masters of such vessels shall make such logbooks available to 
officers authorised by the Licensing Parties. 

11. ThA LicPnsinry Parries- the Adm~ni~trPtor and the 
Associ r1r:1.n11 :-;r1a.L.L · anc:;1t.,..,., 1.1"1 ";' ,:nr1,r_1 ti_enrj_;:1 I c'· ·p--.qcter of 
inr-nrmat 1 rin, re.eon1.co nr.r-,;:it-,c;t-i.cs '.)e-r.t-.~n.n.i..ng to :c1.shi11g by 
Associe1.1..J..uu 111e111oer vesse1.s wittnu cne Zone::,. · 7'l . ..: :..,_;_\...c(,;::a:1;; 
Parties and the Association shall agree on the programme for the 
release of information required by the South Pacific Commission 
Tuna and Billfish Programme for the assessment of the regional 
resource. 

12. Fishery activities by Associat:i.on member vessels shall be 
conducted in a manner which will not disrupt traditional, and 
locally based fisheries, and all turtles and reef fish taken C. 

Source: Tokelau File! "Polynesia Licence I t..-i. 
--jj- Agreement With. The U.S.", Wellington, 

/ g-M.F.A. Files, 1983, 
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during the course of the purse seine fishery shall be rele~sed in 
8 manner which will provide this miscellaneous catch with the 
greatest chance for survival. 

13. After proper identification is established, masters of 
Associa~ion member vessels shall allow any authorised enforcement 
officer 'to board and inspect their vessels at any time within the 
Zones in accordance with international law. Arrests and seizures 
shall not be made unless such officer has reasonable cnuse to 
believe as a result of such search or inspection that any such 
vessel or any person has committed an act in violation of this 
Agreement or applicable laws and regulations of the Licensing 
Parties as provided pursuant to Paragraph 3. Boarding and 
inspection shall be conducted expeditiously and with minimum 
interference to fishing operations and minimum risk to vessel or. 
crew. 

14. The Association shall make its best efforts to ensure 
that members shall respond to any legal process issued by a court 
of competent jurisdiction of the Licensing Parties. 

15. The Association shall provide the following information 
to the Administrator by telex or cable: 

(a) Notice of actual time~of entry of an Association 
member vessel into the Zones; and 

(b) Notice of exit of an Association member vesse~ from 
the Zones and notice of whether such vessel had 
fished during time spent in the Zones. 

The Association shall make its best efforts to transmit 
to the Administrator the additional information contained in the 
form set forth in Appendix E. 1 

16. Each vessel issued a Certificate of Access shall display 
the following identification marks: 

(a) the radio c~ll sign of the vessel shall be displayed 
in a prominent position on the vessel where it can 
readily be identified from the air or the sea; and 

(b) the letters and numbers constituting the radio call 
sign shall be at least one metre high, clear and 
distinct and coloured black on white, white on black 
or similar contrasting colours. 

17. Association vessels shall continuously monitor the 
international distress frequency, 2.182 MHz, and 156.8 1'-!Hz 
(Channel 16, VHF) for the purpose of facilitating communication 
between such vessels and air and seaborne authorities of the 
Licensing Parties wishing to establish the credentials of a 
vessel in the Zones. 

18. Association member vessels may utilise the legally 
designated ports within the Zones, subject to the availability of 

·\ 

/I l 
Source: Toke.lau File, "Polynesia Licence 
Agreement With. The U.S.", Wellington, "··'Ji N.Z.M.F.A. Files, 1983. 
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f 1 lities and supplies anJ the reqirements of the respectj.ve 
1 f~;nsing Parties, and in accordance with the laws and 
r;gulations applicable in such ports. The Licensing Parties 
shall seek to ensure that Association member vessels are granted 
the appropriate authorisation to enter legally designated ports 
within the Zones. Each Licensing Party shall, within 30 days 
from the date of notification by the Administrator to the 
Association that all Licensing Parties have approved this 
Agreement, notify the Association of the port entry procedures to 
be followed within its jurisdiction. 

19. In case of seizure of an Association member vessel or the 
arrest of its crew, the relevant Licensing Party shall notify the 
Association of this action. The Licensing Party shall seek to 
ensure that a seized vessel and arrested crew members are 
promptly released subject to reasonable bond or other security as 
may be determined by the appropriate court. 

20. Recognising the limited availability of statistical 
information on catch and fishing effort within the Zones, the 
Licensing Parties and the Association acknowledge the value and 
need of an effective scientific data programme. The 
Administrator shall propose programmes that will allow authorised 
scientific technicians to monitor fishing activities during the 
term of this Agreement by parti~ipating in up to a maximum of.~ 
( 10) voyages. T.he __ t~rms and conditions o_( ___ su~_h __ p1;9grammes shall 
b~ _subject to approvalby- the Asso-c:L'~t,::i.q_n and the Licens:i_ng __ --- . 
:far ties·:--------·--·---------- - -· · - .. .. .. - . . ------ . . 
21. Adequat~ and complete insurance including, but not 
necessarily limited to, collision, protection and indenmity, and 
oil pollution liability insurance shall be maintained for 
Association member vessels fishing within the Zones. 

22. The Licensing Parties and the Association shall en~0~~0 ~~ 
other states in the region to become parties to th'.r; i',i:·, ,·.;;;•.:•: 
The Licensing Parties and the Associatic:m ltiU:~t 0,;:t:i; :q_::, :,,., 
the additional fee per net registered ton of vessel p8~ y~~r . ~· 
each state desiring to enter into this Agreement and shall a1nend 
this Agreement to take into account the change in the area of the 
Zones and the agreed increase in the f~~s to be paid per net 
registered ton per year. 

23. Upon notification by the Administrator to the Association 
that all Licensing Parties have approved this Agreement, this 
Agreement shall apply from January 1, 1983 to December 31, 198<'.'.f, 
At the written request of either the Administrator, a Li.censing 
Party or the Association, bn reasonable notice, consultations 
shall be held with respect to any problems which may arise while 
this Agreement is in force. 

, .. /~ 

Source: Tokelau File, ";Polynesia Licence 
Agreement With The U.S.", Wellington, 
N.Z.M.F.A. Files, 1983. 
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the undersigned, being duly authorised 
thereto by their principals) have signed this Agreement on the 
dates shown. 

Zealand 

{ / 1/ ; // ltui_u~p/ rl&-/4✓a-<--,u 
Augu, t Felundo, President: 

American Tunnboat Associati 

\ ,., 

Niue r - /u0:>,. tr· l(JU 

For the.,.,-,Government of Tuvalu 
~ ;;ti I 1~< ... ,.., 

Date: '15' f·(viLl..t{},1' '{ 6 J~ 

•✓;C2 . _-/ 
I ();/,.·'4,Cu,4, ... ---

For the Governci=e_n_t_o_f_W_e_s_t_e-rn Samoa 

Date: 

Source.: Tokelau File, "Polynesia Licence 
Agreement With_ The U.S.", Wellington, 
N.Z.M.F.A. Files, 1983. 
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APPENDIX A 

AGREEMENT AREA 

The Area of this Agreement, excluding all applicable 
zones claimed in accordance with international law by states not 
party to this Agieement, shall be the area: 

1. Between Latitude 4 degrees South and 6 degrees South 
From Longitude 172 degrees East to 178 degrees West 

2. Between Latitude G degrees South and 10 degrees South 
From Longitude 172 degrees East to 168 degrees West 

3. Between Latitude 10 degrees South and 14 degrees South 
from Longitude 177 degrees East to 168 degrees West 

4. Between Latitude 14 degrees South to 16 degrees South 
From Longitude 175 degrees West to 168 degrees West 

1 5. Between Latitude 16 degrees South and 24 degrees South 
From Longitude 172 degrees West to 164 degrees West. 

CLOSED AREA_s 

The following areas are closed to fishing under the terms 
and conditions of this Agreement, but may be opened to iinfi ted 
fishing under separate arrangements between individual vessels 
and the Government responsible. 

TOKELAU 

1. Within 12 nautical miles of all island and reef baselines. 

2. Twelve and one half nautical miles either side uf a line 
joining Atafu and Nukuaonu and Nukunonu and Faka'ofo. 

NIUE 

1. Within 12 nautical miles of all island and reef baselines. 

2. On named bank areas in less than 40 fathoms. 

TUVALU 

1. Within 12 nautical miles of all island and reef baselines. 

2. On named bank areas in less than 40 fathoms. 

WESTERN SAMOA 

1. Within 12 nautical miles of all isiand and reef baselines. 

2. On named bank areas in less than 40 fathoms. 

Source: Tokelau File, "Polynesia Licence 
Agreement With The U.S.", Wellington, 

,,.-.__j
1
NZ .. M.F,,_A Files, 1983 .. 
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APPENDIX B 

CERTIFICATE OF ACCESS 

NUMBER 

1. This Certificate of Access is issued pursuant to the 
AGREEMENT BETWEEN NEW ZEALAND (IN RESPECT Of TOKELAU), NIUE, 
TUVALU AND WESTERN SAMOA AND THE AMERICAN TUNABOAT ASSOCIATION 
(hereinafter referred to as the 11 Access Agreement") and the 
MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING IN CONNECTION WITH A FISHERY ACCESS 
AGREEMENT WITH THE AMERICAN TUNABOAT ASSOCIATION. 

2. The fishing vessel described hereunder is licensed to 
f i.sh in the zones of Niue, Tokelau, Tuvalu and Wes te1-n Samoa 
subject to apµlicable laws and regulations of the Licensing 
Parties, and the terms and conditions of the Access Agreement. 

Name of Vessel 

National Registration Nuri1ber 

Radio Call Sign 

Name of Owner 

Name of Master 

------------

3. Subject to applicable laws and regulations and the Access 
Agreement, this Certificate of Access is valid from January 1, 
198 through December 31, 198 . 

5. This Certificate of Access is not transferable. 

Issued this 

ENDORSEMENTS 

Source: Tokelau 
With The U.S.", 

/])-" ~ 

of 198 at 

Signature ot Administrator 

(/( 
I )2-__. 

File, "Polynesia Licence Agreement 
Wellington, N.Z.M.F.A. Files, 1983. 
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,. e 
ENTRY, EXIT AND WEEKLY REPORTS 

For Actual Time of Entry 

(a) Entry (ENT) 

( b) Vessel 1 s Name 

(c) Actual Position of Entry 

(d) Date of Entry (Month-day-year) 

(e) GMT of Entry 

(f) Total Catch on Board at Time of Entry 

Weekly Reporting of Position and Catch 

(a) Weekly Position Catch Report (WPCR) 

( b) Vessel's Name 

( C) Date 

( d) Noon Position 

( e ) Total Catch of Previous Week 

For Actual Time of Exit 

(a) Exit (EXT) 

( b) Vessel's Name 

( C) Actual Postion of Exit 

( d) Date of E,,{it 

( e) GMT of Exit 

(f) Total Catch on Board 

( g) Total Catch Since Last Report 

Source: Tokelau File " . . /h 
Agr "' nt vli th The U, c ~ol'n;1~a Licence <. / 
iles, 1983. ....,. ' e.,_ 1.ngton, N.Z.M./.H." 
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~~1DUM OF UNDERSTANDlUG IN CONNECTION lHTH A FISHERY ACCESS 
/· AGREEMEiH WITH THE AMERICAN TUNA.GOAT ASSOCIATION 

The Governments of New Zealand (in respect of Tokelau), 
Niue, Tuvalu and Western Samo:1 (hereinafter referred to as "the 
Governments") 

RECALLING the provisions of the South Pacific Forum 
Fisheries Agency Convention; 

RECOGNISING the advantage to the Governments in 
cooperating in the licensing of tuna fishing within their zones; 

HAVING regard to the Agreement (hereinafter referred to 
as the "Access Agreement")between the Governments and the 
American Tunaboat Association; and 

DESIROUS of establishing proc~dures for administration of 
the Access Agreement, 

Record their understanding as follows: 

1. ADMINISTERING AUTHORITY~ 

1.1 The Governments will select one of the Licensing Parties 
to serve as the nominal Administrator for the Access Agreement. 

1.2 The South Pacific Forum Fisheries Agenc-y C1,:;:'·t ·_.:· .. '..L,:: 
referred to as "the Administrator") is i::u b,~ i::.: ,.:'.,.. i 1.• 

authority of the Access Agreement as the agc1·d:: u.i: L.L 1,u .. ~ '"l 
Administrator referred to in 1.1, above. 

2. AUTHORITY OF THE ADMINISTRATOR 

2.1 The Administr~tor is authorised to act on behalf of the 
Governments in matters concerning the administration of the 
Access Agreement, subject to the conditions of this part. 

2 ') The Administrator is to act in accordance wi.th the Access 
Agreement, this Memorandum and any guidelines established by the 
Governments. 

2.3 The Administrator may request the Governments by telex 
cable to establish any guidelines or to approve any proposed 
action. If, within 15 days of the date of the request, the 
Administrator has not received a response from a µarticular 
Govcirnment, the request shall be deemed approved by that 
Governm,3nt. 

Source: Tokelau File}'Agreement To Join Polynesian 
EEZs In Order To Sigri A.T.A. Fishing Contract", 

,..,.-~ellington, N.Z.M.F.A. Files, 1983. 

icJ -~r --z, lief 

or 
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NATIONAL CORRESPONDENT 

J.1 Each Gover:1ment will notify the Administrator of the name 
of the official and/or office to which all communications under 
this Memorandum shall be transmitted. The Administi:ator will 
transmit all communications to the official and/or th~ office 
named by each Government. · 

3.2 In the absence of any notice from a Government, the 
Administrator will direct all communications under this 
Memorandurn to the Department responsible for Foreign Affairs of 
that Government. 

4. DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES OF THE ADMINISTRATOR 

The Administrator will be responsible for: 

a. Communications with the Association in matters 
related to the Access Agreement. 

b. Receipt and evaluation of applications for 
Certificates of Access. 

c. Issuance of Certificates of Access. 

d. Acceptance of Certificate of Access fees. 

e. Deposit of Certificate of Access fees in interest 
bearing accoun~s pending distribution to Governments. 

f. Distribution of Certificate of Access fees and 
accrued interest. 

g. Receipt of reports of vessel activities required by 
the Access Agreement and appropriate distribution to 
the Governments. 

h. Analysis of catch reports and/or summaries of catch 
reports to determine the qGantities .. taken in each 
zone for evaluation by the Governments. 

i. Maintenance of appropriate accounts of fees collected, 
interest earned, and funds distributed. 

j. If requested by a Government, in consultation with 
the Governments and the American Turn1boat 
Association, formulation of a programme for 
the collection of scientific statistics on the 
fishery, including the placement of ~cientific 
technicians on vessels fishing pursuant to the Access 
Agreement and sampling catches at the point of 
landing. Implementation and administration of any 
approved scientific data collection programme. 

Sourc.e: Tokelau File,"Ag.re.ement To Join Polynesian 
Zs In Order To Sign A.T.A. Fishing Contract", 

_/'.:) ~· N.Z.M.F.A. Files, 1983. 
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k. Distribution of data collected and analyses, if. 
appropriate, to the Governments. 

1. Such other duties as may be agreed by the 
Governments. 

5. CERTIFICATES OF ACCESS 

5.1 The Certificate of Access will be in the form set forth 
in Appendix A. Each Government will ensure that a Certificate o 
Access issued by the nominal Administrator will be sufficient 
under that Government's domestic law to permit a vessel to fish 
within its zone. 

5.2 The Administrator will, unless instructed otherwise by 
all Governments, authorise the nominal Administrator to issue a 
Certificate of Access to each vessel making application as 
required in the Access Agreement, u~on the receipt of the 
required fee and, after September 1, 1983, verification of gooJ 
standing on the SPFFA Regional Fishing Vessel Register. 

5.3 The Administrator mav issue Certificate of Access numbers 
by telex pending the issueJof .a Certificate of Access as provide 
for in the Access Agreement. · 

6. AREAS TO WHICH THIS MEMORANDUM APPLIES 

6 .1 Each Government wi,11 provide the Adminis tra to1~ ~ .-·u: r: ,:. ·:1; \ 

as possible after the signature of this t-1Grr:o:~-:--1.,-l 1.: .. i, i;,: ,:;1 ., : .. ·•;' 

which will record the extent of the 2.U'.) 111.:_:,, .1. , <.: •.;;,.1..: 
Government established in accordance with int::!'ti.W. ... i. . .': .. · '.:. :. . •; :, 
Administrator will provide the Governments with a p~oposal 
specifying the one degree squares or the part thereof within the 
zone of each Government on the basis of the charts provided. 

6.2 On receipt of the proposal under Paragraph 6.1 above, the 
Governments will indicate thetr approval or objections to it. I 
no objections are received by the Administrator within 2 calemla 
months, then a Government will be deemed to have approved the 
proposal. In the event that there is an objection whicl1 the 
Administrator is unable to resolve, that objection shall be deal 
with in accordance with Paragraph 11. 

7. ADMINISTRATION OF FEES 

7.1 All fees received by the Administrator on behalf of the 
Governments will be deposited iu a United States Dollar insured 
interest bearing bank account with the objective of obtaining a 
maximum return. The arrangements for depositing the fees shall 
be approved by the Governments. · 

7.2 Each Government will inform the Administrator, as soon as 
/7 ,/_.\Source: Tokelau File, "Agreement To Join Polynesian 

{/ ,,,,,,,,,/)EEZs In Order To Sign A.T.A. Fishing Contract", 

f' //)f1✓'\_:~_t;/ We~, N.Z.M.F.A. Files, 1983. 

'-,./ 
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Each Government wi 11 inform the Adn1i nis trc1 tor, as soon as 
ible after signature of this Memornndt.un, of the bank account 

which, and the currency in which the distcibulion of funds to 
.iat Government is to be made. 

8. DIVISION OF FEES AND ACCRUED INTEREST 

8.1 The fees and accrued interest received in respect of any 
calendar year by the Administrator under the prov1.s1.ons of the 
Access Agreement will be distributed as follows: 

a. 15 % be distributed equally among the Governments 

b. 85 % to be distributed so that each Government 
receives the same proportion of that 85 % as the 
catch by vessels fishing pursuant to the Access 
Agreement in the Zone of the Government bears to the 
catch by such vessels in the combined Zones of all 
Governments. 

8.2 As soon as the Administrator has received U.S.$ 100,000, 
and on the receipt of each additional U.S. $ 100,000, in 
Certificate fees and accrued interest in respect of any one 
calendar year, he will distribute U.S.$ 15,000 among the 
Governments. ·. 

8.3 The Administrator will provide the Governments, as soon 
as possible after the end of each calendar year, with: .. 

a. a provisional estimate of the catch taken pursuant to 
the Access Agieement during that year within the Zone 
of each Government; 

b. appropriate supporting documentation; and 

c, a provisional proposal £or the division of the 
balance of licence fees an<l accrued interest relating 
to that year. 

8.4 In the event that no Government objects to the proposal 
made by the Administrator in Paragraph 8.3.c above, within 28 
days of the date of its dispatch, the Administrator will 
distribute the fees and accrued interest in accordance with the 
proposal. 

8.5 In the event that there is an objection which the 
Administrator is unable to ~csolve, that objection will be dealt 
with in accordance with Par3graph 11. 

9. SCIENTIFIC DATA COLLECTION PROGRAMME 

9.1 The Administrator may consult with the Governments 
concerning the nature of the scientific data collection 
programme. 

/,,,.. _..,.,.---..._J Sour.ce:Tok.elau File~- "Agreement '!o qoin Polynesian 
(_ _· ~n Order To Sign A:_T.A. Fishing Contract", 

/; -;(tL (J ~?tl!lton, N.Z.M.F.A. Files, 1983. 
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t: The Governments may nominate personnel to participate in 
~he scientific data collection programme. 

10. LAWS AND REGULATIONS 

10.1 The Governments will provide to the Administrator, for 
forwarding to the American Tunaboat Association, the following: 

a. All laws and regulations, including any 
amendments or additions thereto, applicable to 
the operation of foreign fishing vessels in 
waters under their jurisdiction. 

b. Procedures for entering the legally designated port 

11 DISPUTE RESOLUTION 

11.1 Any of the Governments may call for consultations 
concerning the resolution of any dispute arising under this 
Memorandum. The Governments will endeavour to resolve such 
dispute by consultation. 

-
11.2 In the event of a dispute which can not be resolved by 
consultation, the Governments will unanimously select an 
arbitrator to adjudicate the resolution of such dispute~- If the 
Governments fail to. select such an arbitrator within six months 
of a dispute arising, an arbitrator will be appointed by the 
Director of the South Pa~ific Forum Fisheries Agency. 

11. 3 The decision of the arbitrator will be- fi.na.L ,.\:;.: 

12 AUDIT AND INSPECTION 

Each Government will have the right to inspect the books 
and accounts of the Administrator which pertain to the 
administration of the Access Agreement. 

13. CONFIDENTIALITY 

13.1 The Governments shall ensure the confidentialitv of 
information received pursuant to the Access Agreement" with 
respect to activities in the Zones. 

13.2 The South Pacific Forum Fisheries Agency, in its capo:1city 
c.1s Administrator of the Access Agreement, shall eusurc the 
confidentiality of informo:1tion received pursuant to the Access 
Agreement unless instructed otherwise by the Governments. There 
shall be no release of any i.nf orma ti<.)[1 r-ecei ved pur~,uant to the 
Access Agreement except by agreement of the Goverrnnent:s. 

Source: Tokelau File, "Agreement To Join 
/ /,...\ Polynesian EEZs In Order To Sign A.T.A. Fishing 

(, 1 / ) Co~act", Wellington, N. Z .M. F .A. Files, 19 83. 

I'-----, ·2 ( It,, <_,t / 
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( This Memorandum will remain in force unti.L December 31, 
q&I~ and thereafter unti 1 the last distribution of fees paid 

~-rsuant to the Access Agreement . . , pu 

14.2 It is the intention of the Governments that other 
subregional states will be encouraged to become parties to the 
Access Agreement, but may do so only with the approval of all 
Governments. Any government becoming a party to the Access 
Agreement shall do so within 30 days of the notification to the 
Association that the Governments have approved the Access 
Agreement, or on January 1, 1984. 

14.3 This memoranclum will be effective from the date on which 
it has been signed by all Governments. It shall be effective for 
any further government, w!1ich has become a party to the Access 
Agreement, from the date on which it .is signed by that 
government. 

Signed by~ for the Government of New Zea.La 
(in respect of Tokelau) 

on the~1tJ::" day of~l~, 1983 

\ Al J .( !=~-' s i ~l; ·_,,-c:__,._,-+-r-------J-~r~--
, 

For the 

~ ld~J :f .. 71; 1983 

6J v,J.t• 

I ~~/- For the Government of Tuvalu 

on the 

Signed by 

on the .)O d:,y of /1',:.Vh.-¢-+ 1983 
~' 

(,,-) 
:( . /Ju/! -Ju~. / ~ v)_~ For the Goverrnnent of Signed by 

t,'· Western Samoa 

on the day of 1983 

Source: Tokelau File II A · 
Order To s · - . '-.. J,:eem~nt To Join Polynesian EEZs In 
E'l ign A.T.A. Eisn.1.ng Contract" Wellingto 

l es, 1983. , n, N.Z.M.F.A. 
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